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Our interest in scattering by nonspherical particles was originally motivated by a desire to understand 
the impact of atmospheric aerosols on the Earth's climate. Since such aerosols are rouicinely assumed 
to be spheres, yet few except haze drops are spheres, we were naturally interested in what the dif- 
hences in scattering and absorption might be. 
After a time, however, we realized that our study had a considerably wider applicability. Scattering by 
nonsphericd particles is important in practically every field of science and engineering, Biologists 
study nonsphericd cdlular structures by light scattering. Medical laboratories m d j i z e  blood car- 
pusdes. Astronomers study interstellar grains. Engineers analyze coal slurries. And on and on. \Vhat 
all these ellterprises share, is a deep lack of knowledge of nonspherical scattering. Hence we began to 
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When we first embaked on a course of reseach into the scattering properties of nonspherical p a -  
ticks, our goal was simple: to search for the m i n  differences between spherical and nonsperical parti- 
cle scattering by exmining a number of special cases. By taking such m inductive approach, we essen- 
tidly cast ourselves in the role of experimenters, with the important distinction that vtie solved Max- 
we19s Equations on the computer rather than letting Nature do so in the laboratory. This allowed us 
to o b t ~ n  data which is very difficult to measure, and hence rarely measured - for exmpHe, the ab- 
sorption cross-section and the backscattering new 180 degrees. 
Our initial n~otivation was to exmine the scattering katures of individual particles, but rather to 
unearth scattering features common to all nonspherical paticles. In order to do so, we selected what 
we considered to be a rather general class of particles which could be continuously deformed from a 
.sphere. These ""Chebyshev p;articles9' are o b t ~ n e d  by rotating the curve 
about the vertical a i s  $, = 0 (T, is then the n-th Chebyshev polyaomial and E is the deformation 
paranneter). Various examples of these particles are shown in figure 1. 
Following an extensive Biteratwe survey of scattering methods, summarized in Appendix A, we 
selected the ""Edended Boundary Condition Method" (EBCM) invented by Waterman (1965, 1971) 
m d  further developed by Barber m d  Yeh (1975). Prof. Basber of the University of Utah was kind 
enough to supply us with a copy of his EBCM computer code. After considerable modiijfication to im- 
prove its efficiency and speed, and to automate the convergence testing, we ran a lage  nun~ber of 
cases: 23 different particles in all, with dehrmation parameters E = - 0.26) to 0.20 (in steps OC 0.05) 
and kqual-voluane-sphere' size paramders x = 1 to 25 (in steps of 1). 
Our initid paper (haugnai and Wiscombe, 11980) exmined only a tiny subset of dl this data ---- just the 
extinction and absorption cross-sections m d  the phase function at 180 degrees Iior size parmeters x 
I 10. We reserved the study of phase function and degree of golahization to a future paper, As we 
planned this second paper, however, it becme clear that we would still be able to show only the 
smallest fraction of our data, nmeliy that part which was most indicative of generd trends, This, of 
course, was in line with our original god. 
But the question naturally arose, should we throw out the reminder of our datam~ere the analogy 
between our study and an experimental investigation pressed itself upon us. A good experjimerr~ter will 
publish some of his basic data as well as his interpretation of it. The reason is, that others may be able 
to use the data, or draw conclusions from it, in ways not en~sioned by the experimenter. 
m 
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The next question was, would our data redly be useful to other investigators? Naturally, we could not 
give a definitive answer, since it is the element of unpredictability in research which makes it essential 
to publish experimentd data. But in several ways lit did seem that we had generated a unique resource 
- ""unique'" because: 
almost d1 other published scattering results axe for spheroids and infinite cylinders; in par- 
ticular> there we no published results for concave particles like ours 
* the available laboratory data are almost exclusively for scattered intensity in the angular 
range 10-170 degrees; cross sections and phase functions are rarely measured directly 
most studies we restricted to size parameters below 10 
eflectrlcd engineers, though a prolific source of nonsphericd scattering calculations 
(Bowlman, et, al., 1969), restrict themselves dmost exclusively to metallic (perfectly conduct- 
ing) garticlies 
our "experiments' consumed perhaps 15 hours of G U Y  computer time, an investment that 
few other investigators would be able to make. 
We dso envisi'csned at least three good uses to which our data might be put: 
(1 testing the ""Rayleigh hypothesis" (that outgoing wave expansions are satisfactory even for 
concave pwthticles; see MilBar9 1969, '1973) by compaing our results against microwave- 
malogue measurements (Zerull, 1976; Zerul'b, et. d., 1977; Sehuermm, et. d., 1981); 
(ii) testing semi-empiricd theories claiming to give a general account of nonspherical scattering 
$e,g,, Pollack and Cuzzi, 1980); and suggesting new theories of this sort; 
(iii) testi~rag the assumptions used in Bida research concerning the extinctjon-to-backscatter ratio 
of  aerosol particles (see ColPis and Russell, 1976). 
As a result off the above considerations, we decided to publish the present compendium. A con- 
siderable reduction in the volume of data had still to be accomplished, but nothing of importance has 
been omitted, 
The r em~n ing  sections discuss the EBCM itself (emphasizing the improvements we made in it, and 
OUT numerical experience witb it); and the criteria we used in selecting which data to present. Naturd- 
ly> these seliect,ion criteria embodied some preliminxy data interpretation, but no further analysis of 
the results is undertaken here; that is reserved for a forthcoming journal article. 
Appendix A, which is condensed from an. intended review micle, summarizes the entire field of 
nsnspherical ssc;lBtering, The book edited by Schuerman (1980) and our first paper (Mugnai and 
Wisco~mbe, 1980) can dso be recommended as surveys of the state-of-the-art. 
11. PARTICLE SHAPE 
It seems to us that, along with ellipsoids sand cylinders, Chebyshev particles constitute the most in- 
teresting class of fundmentd nonsphericd shapes whose scattering properties deserve attentron, 
h o n g  all simple analpical forms which we considered, they seemed the most attractive for severai 
reasons: 
@ they differ distinctly from other shapes for which extensive calculations have been made 
(spheroid and cylinder) 
* by increasing the magnitude of E ,  a continuous dekrmaion away from a sphere can be 
achieved - a groperLy Chebyshev particles shared with spheroids, but not, for example, with 
cylinders and cubes 
* while starting as convex, they quickly develop concavity as the magnitude of e increases 
@ they efiibit surface roughness in its simplest possible manifestation, namely "viraves" of 
uniform mplitude running completely around the psticle; the effect of surface roughness 
can be studied in a systematic way, by varying E and the waviness parameter knn' 
(r the surface of the particle is smooth in the mathemaicd sense - all its derivatirives exist and 
are bounded; hence highly-efficient Gauss quadrature rules can be employed at key points in 
the EBCM calculation 
r the particles are rotationally synnmetric, the only practicd case for the EBCM (see Barber, 
1973, ~ p .  43-50; dso Mugnai and Wiscombe, 1980) 
@ The Chebyshev polynomials form a complete set, so that any rotationdly-s~l~netric shape 
can be represented as a sum of elementwy shapes of the Krn of Eq. (I), 
Mthough we were unaware of their work when we selected Chebyshev particles, Bruppachea and Pit- 
ter (1971) assumed the shape of deformed raindrops to be a sum of elementary Chebyshev particles. 
This is a natural choice, being none other than a Fourier cosine series. 
The 23 Chebyshev particles which were used in this investigation are: 
for E = k0.15: T3, T4 
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'r3 particles are the same whatever the sign of E, hence there are only 23 different particles in this seem- 
ing lrrst of 26, A 24th "arlicle', which we call MIXTURE, is a blend of these 23 in equal proportions. 
Figure I presents 3-D pictures of all these particles except the ones with e = + 0.05 (which do not look 
much differerat from a splnere). 
We shall refer to these patides with the following notations, the first of which was used in Mugnai 
and Vdisscsmbe (1980): 
Tn+ Tn-: Chebyshev particle in fixed orientation with waviness parmeter 'n9 and 
positive (+) or negative (-) vdue of deformation parameter E 
'I', ( i  e),, T, (-el: Chebyshev particle in fixed orientation with waviness pamete r  h9 and 
deformation parameter E = f e or - e 
For Chebyshev pmicles in rmdom orientation, we use a similar notation, but now between angle 
brackets, e.g, < T, (+ e)> . 
T,( ~?z 0.10) particles are convex and quasi-spheroidal (prolate for + , oblate for - -). TZ( + 0.20) par- 
ticles, however, have almost perfectly flat sides (+) or perfectly flat tops and bases (-), more 
resembling cylinders or disks (with rounded edges) than spheroids. For even larger deformations, the 
Tz particles become concave, with T2+ tending toward dumbbells and T2- toward toroids. 
T, particles are pear shaped, T3 + and T3 - are actually the same particles; this is true for all T, par- 
ticles with odd ks (hut not with even 'n'). They are the only case we study that is not mirror-symmetria: 
in the plane perpendicular to the rotation axis (there are substmtial computational savings in the 
EBCM, and different branches in the code, for particles with such a plane of symmetry). To our 
knowledge, ours are the first published EBCM results for particles lacking a plane of symmetargr since 
Waterman (19'71) studied a cone-sphere combination. 
T4- particles have two shdlow valleys girdling them at mid-latitudes; T4- particles, one girdling valley 
at the equator, plus two dimples at the top and base. T, and T8 particles are similar, but with more 
valleys; the only new features are pimples (instead of dimples) at the top and base for the -f- ' cases. 
Ad1 these particles have either bulges at the waist, or pinched waists. 
In spite of their notational similarity, T,(+e) and T,(-e) particles look quite different to the eye. 
They bear a subtle kconjugacy' to each other, however; for if we imagine the sphere r, = r, as a mir- 
ror, the two particles are mirror reflections of each other. It is therefore of some interest for the reader 
to cornpare scattering quantities for these particle pairs. For that reason, their plots are made nearest 
neighbors in the various plot groupings to follow. 
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The particle refractive index was fixed at E = 1.5 - 0.02 i7 a value typical of some maritime aerosols 
in the visible region (Gerber, 1979). In Mugnai and Wiscoanbe (1980), we explored imaginary indices 
of 8,0.05 and 1.0, but for the present study, we felt it was more importanl to explore as large a range 
of particle shapes and sizes as possible. We avoided a zero imaginary index because, in that case, the 
Mie results are full of the worst spikes and ""ripple" (see See. VIII). This jagged behavior of the Mie 
quantities is reflected, in somewhat muted form, in the nonspherical quantities, making it more dif- 
ficult to obtain convergence in the EBCM, with less accurate results. On the other hand, for very large 
imaginary indices, the spherical-nonspherical differences become very small and therefore less in- 
teresting, even though EBCM convergence is excellent. 
MI our EBCM results for Chebyshev particles are compared to results for an equd-volume sphere. 
Let V, (€1 be the volume of a Chebyshev particle as given by Mugnai and Wiscombe (1980) (note that 
their expression for particle surface area is incorrect; the correct formula is given by Chylek, et, al,, 
1982). Thcn the radius sf the equal-volume sphere, re,, is defined by 
and the equal-volume-sphere size parameter, x, is given by 
where X = wavelength. The units of r, and X are neither needed nos specified in this study; only the 
non-dimensional parameter x is used to characterize the size of the scatterer. 
In our calculations, we always chose a value of x a priori, then adjusted the ro of each Chebyshev par- 
ticle in order to yield that value of x (actua8ly, it is ro/X that is adjusted). Thus, for each fixed x, the 
"bkzsai radii' ro of the various Chebyshev particles differ slightly. In particular, ro will be different for 
T,+ and T,- particles having the same size parameter x. Thus, this pair of particles will not be exactly 
"conjugate' in the sense discussed above. 
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Figure '1. Three-dimensional drawings of 18 of the Chebyshev particles used in this 
scattering study. 
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111, EBCM - THEOmTIGAL GONSIDEMTIONS 
We do not wish to review the EBCM in detail. For that, the reader is referred to the original references 
(Waterman, 1965, 1971; Barber, 1973; Barber and Ueh, 1975). But we do wish to clarify those con- 
cepts and hr~nulas which are either relevant to the numerical computations, or inadequately discussed 
in the journd literature. 
Reference frames 
The problem is to find the scattered electromagnetic field produced by a plane wave incident upon a 
particle of arbitrary shape and size, in arbitrary orientation. The geometry of this scattering problem is 
shown in Figure 2. 
Let us assume that a plane wave is dways incident along the z-axis, while the orientation of the scat- 
terer can vary. Let us take the x-z plane to be the 'scattering plane', containing the incident and scat- 
tering directions (z and s respectively) with an angle 8 between them. In this way we define the 
""Bboratory frame" (x-y-z), within the origin 0 inside the particle (Fig. 2a). 
Let us further define an (arbitrary) reference axis z' through the scatterer. (For mismmetric particles 
such as ours, the problem simp~ifies immensely if the reference axis and the rotation WAS are ccinci- 
dent.) Then the orientation of the pa&icle in the laboratory f r m e  is given by the zenith angle 
8, and the azimuth angle q5, of z9 (see Fig. 2a again). 
The ""boy fiarne" (x9-yq-2') is assumed rigidly fixed to the scatterer, with the s m e  origin as than 
laboratory frame. It can be obtained by two successive rotations of the laboratory frme: firsst, as 
shown in Fig. 2b, a (n - 4,) rotation around the z-axis in the y to x sense, to obtai~la a new frame 
(x" - y9 -z); second, as shown in Fig. 2c, a 8, rotation around the y'-axis in the x" to z sense, 
Therefore, as can be seen in Fig. 2c, y' lies on the x-y plane, while xu, x', z and z9 are coplanar. 
In the body frame, the direction of scattering s is characterized by zenith and azimuth angles 8, and $1, 
P 
respectively (see Fig. 2d). 
Expansion of the electromagnetic field 
In the EBCM, both the incident and scattered electric fields Ei and ES are expanded in vector spherical 
harmonics: 
Ei (r), = z Dv 1 ~ l ( k r )  + b: N: (kr 
v = l  
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Figure 2. Successive rotations transforming the body frame into the laboratory frame. The 
various angles are defined in the text. 
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ca 
IES (r) = Dv M3v (kr) + bSy N3v (kr 
v = l  
where k = 2 T/X; r is the radius vector; v is a combined index incorporating the usual spherical har- 
monics indices a9m9n (Morse and Feshbach, 1953, p. 1865), where a is either 'e' (even) or '0' (odd); D, 
is a normalization constant 
Dv = E m  (2n + 1) (n-rn) ! 
n (n+ 1) (n+m)! 
( E ~  = I,  ern = 2 otherwise); avi and bVi are the known expansion coefficients of the incident field; a," 
and b,S are the unknown coefficients of the scattered field (to be determined by the EBCBA); and M9 N 
are the vector spherical harmonics 
Pnm (cos @) z, (kr 
(Morse and Feshbach, 1953, p. 1865). Here r, 8, and 4 are the usual spherical coordinates of the field 
point r; cos(m $1 is used when the index a is 'ee' (even), sin(m 6) when it is '09 (odd); Prim (cos 8) i s  the 
associated Legendre function; and z, (kr) is a spherical Bessel function. 
MI and N h u s t  be finite at the origin r = 0, and therefore 
where j, is the sphe~cal Bessel function of the first kind. M3 and N3 must represent outgoing waves at 
infinity, and therefore 
z, (kr) = hn(l) (kr) = jn (kr) + i y, (kr) (7%) 
where hJ1) is the spherical Hankel function of the first kind, and y, is the spherical Neuas;nmn 
function. 
We assume that 1VF and N3 may be used to represent the scattered field even for concave p~t lc les ,  f ~ r  
which the scattered wave is not entirely an outgoing wave near the particle; by so doing, we apply the 
""Wayneigh h~othesis" (Millar, 1969, 1973), which had its origin in the theory of rough reflecting sus- 
faces. 
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Since the incident field is assumed 'to be a plane wave, we have 
Eo is a - unit vector along the direction of polarization (i.e., we normalize the incident field to unity). 
Theoretical solution 
A thorough formulation of the EBCM for dielectric scatterers can be found in Barber and Yeh (1975). 
Basicdly, their method of solution makes use of Schelkunoff9s (11943) eq~valence theorem, which 
says that the field scattered by a particle can be exactly reproduced by "equivalent' (albeit fictitious) 
electric ancl magnetic currents on its surface. Then, applying the usual electromagnetic boundary con- 
ditions (cor~tinuity of the tangential components of the fields), and truncating the expansions (4) after 
N terms. one obtains a system of linear equations relating the scattered and incident field coefficients: 
This is a 2N x 2N system. The expansion coefficients .of the scattered field are o b t ~ n e d  by solving it. 
In Eq, (91, the so-called "transition matrix" is given by 
where 3 is the refractive index of the particle. I, J, K, L and 19, J9,  K', L' are two-dimensional in- 
tegrals over the particle's surface, which define the particle from an electromagnetic point of view. For 
example, the surface integrals I are given by 
Here, ~ r ,  is the radius vector from the origin to the surface element dS; and the cornbined index v' in- 
corporates 0' ,mp,n9. 
The surface integrals J, K, and E have a form similar to (1 I), but with different vector cross-products: 
M3 x N1, N3 x MI, and N3 x N1, respectively. The surface integrals I[', J', K', and L' have the same 
form as I, 3, K, and L, respectively, except that all the vector sphefical harmonics are of the f is t  kind. 
It is advantsageous to calculate the surface integrals in the body frame because, in that frame, they are 
independerat of the direction of the incident field. Thus, when we solve the system (9) in the body 
R m e ,  we avoid recalculation of the transition matrix T when the orientation of the p ~ i c l e  is chang- 
ed. Moreover, in the next sub-section, we will see that for axismmetric particles (like oms) the com- 
putation of surface integrals in the body frame can be dramatically simplified. 
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Surface integrals in the body frame 
As an exmple of the formulas for the surface integrals in the body frame, let us eonssider: 
hnm7,, (COS 8 ) sin(m+,) sin (my+,) 
+ m'&9n,m, (cos 8,) cos(m 6,) cos (m'+, 
w Pnm (cos 8) 
Pnm (cos 8 )  = 
sin 8 
Here, Pnm is the associated Legendre polynomial. The other surface integrds have simiila expressions, 
which can be easily obtained from Eq. (1 1) and the comments f o l l o ~ n g  it. 
For axismmetric particles, it is possible to perform the integral over azimuth +, analytically, since r,, 
the radius of the particle surface, is a function of cos 8, only (e.q., Eq. P for Chebyshev partides), As a 
consequence, many of the surface integrals vanish, depending on the relative parity of the indices o 
and u9, and on the values of the azimuthal indices m and m'. For exaanple, for the surface integrals I, 
we have (Barber, 1973, pp. 43-45): 
for all m and m'; and 
for m9 f m. 
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Tbercfo:glre, or~ly the surface integrals Jernnomq3 and ~,,,,,,, are nsn-vanishing. And because of the fur- 
ther sinlaxgplif i c : a  that 
we need axdy cd.culate 
Bindly, for axisynln,letrie patides i~i ih a nlane of syrnmctry perpendicular to the axis sf rotation (like 
Eq 1 $or even 'nil, by virtue of the fols8lovving ps~perty sf associated Legendme functions: 
Prim (-cos '8) - (-I)"-"" P,"" (cos s> (1%) 
i.f w ar!d n' are both even, or both odd; otherwise, I,mn,,,,9 is still given by (16b1, but the integral can be 
fd;:>ae just OVCH the l~aIf.-rawge (0,B) acld &mbled, if desired, 
F~~ 3 5.1s $ ~ )--? 11 ,Ll~l~~etric pairticles, artdjiogrs.~~~ simplificatioas exist for the sther surface integrds as \well 
(Balrber, 15 n3, pp, 45-Lj.6), 
Eg&>lwa!lctn ol the scattssod fidd 4se llrs body frabfls 
$7 1 ~rdt"l~ to ~~&e~a~~lle the scattered field In the b ~ d p  frame, one must first expless the expmsion coeffi- 
-- 
@~el.~( s of B fi e irlcide~nt field irk that fira~le, 
-" 
The hcid!c~~i.t field coefficients are given by (Be,rbar, W 973, pp. 137-139): 
Here, iEJ is the uniz vector in the diirestisa a 2  pojaaizatio~~ of the incident electric field (8); Eli and 4, are 
tnc bc~i-tli" arid a8Zim~th angles of the dl~e-,tion of gropsgatisrr of the incident field (in an arbitrary 
-:uo~di~~at: system); and the fornunas fc:r the vector ft~~r~ctions G and are given by Morse and 
Fes;hbac%b (1953, p. 18981, 
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Let us work in the body frame (El, = 8,, t$i = gBB, and define the mdliary function 
Then the incident Reld coefficients become 
bi,,, =. -in + 1 f 
mn (CBS Qp) EQx" 
a',,, = in rn Brim (COS Bp) EQx,. 
m 
biomn = -inii m Pnm (cos ep) EOy, 
where the components of EQ along the x" and y9 axes are: 
EoX* = - Eox cos 4, - EQy sin +p (2 1 
ED,, = EQx sin 4, - EO, cos +, Wb1i 
md EQx and EDy are the components of EQ in the laboratory frame. 
Since we know the surface integrals I, J, etc., and therefore the transition matrix, we can now mere& 
apply the linear transformation 49) to ob t in  the expansion coefficients as and b S  of the scattered field 
in the body frame. 
The vector far-field (kr -. w) amplitude of the scattered field F is defined by 
where e,, e, are unit vectors in the directions of the incident and scattered waves, respectively, The vec- 
tor spherical harmonic expansion of F in the body frame is given by Barber (1973, pp. 148-150). Ab- 
sorbing a factor [n(n + )BE into the sphericd harmonics, the components of F paralld (q = A )  and 
perpendicular (q = r) to the plane defined by z9 and s are 
8, and +, the zenith and azimuth angles of the direction of scattering e, in the body frame, are shown 
in Fig. 22d and are given by: 
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[(sin 8 cos 0, cos +i, -cos 8 sin 8,)2 -k (sin 8 sin $J,)~]" 
8, (8) = tan-' 
sin 8 sin 8, cos +, + cos 9 cos 8, (24a) 
sin 0 sin +, 
+b (@) = tan-" 
cos 8 sin 8, - sin 0 cos 8, cos 4, 
(8 is the scattering angle in the laboratory frame). The modified vector spherical harmonics are 
,., 
ca = Bremn = -m sin(m4,) Pnm(cosO,) emn (25aB 
The scattered Field in the laboratory frame 
The final step is to calculate the two components of F in the laboratory frame - one (Fa) parallel to 
the scattering plane, the other (FA perpendicular.to this plane: 
;F, (8) = -F,~(@,~ 4,) sin fi + Fbr (eb? &) CoS @ (26b) 
where 
(COSE) COSE), C O S + ~  sin&, + sin8 sine, sin4, (27) 
The two components of the intensity of the scattered field (using the same notation as in Mie theory) 
are then simply 
where q = ,& or r. The scattering and extinction cross-sections are given by (Waterman, 1965): 
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Oex, = 2 Im [EO. F(O)] 
k2' 
(29b) 
where F(O) is the far-field amplitude of the scattered electric field in the forward directis~n (8 = 0). 

For misymmetric scatterers, all the sarfdce integrals valiluish  for^ ~n = n~"(recaii8 that a, and n a b - e  cotn- 
ponents of the tripartite indices v and v' of the scattered and incident field e>cpansis~~s), AS a course- 
quence, by re-ordering v = (ip,rn,n) to v = (a,n,n~) (and sirnilarb for v9), auld dlawing a zLnd n $3 rur, 
through their entire sequence before rn is incremeneed, the transition matrix T in (9) becozes bilc-k 
dik?igonal. Therefore, due to the linearity of the equations, (9) splits into (n,,,, 129 independent stnb- 
systems, each corresponding to a dirfcrent azi~xuthal n~~ode n (rn = 0 >. . .,nl,,, v i l ~ e ~ :  n,,, c :he 
highest n-value used): 
Here, T, is the agplopriate block of T for the giwn m ~ a l u e ,  and the expansion coefficients a and b 
are for all possible combinations sf n and n (or a' and n'), holding mi ((os m9 = 1111 consrant, In ~ ~ m ~ a t  
follows, these expansion coefficients will be indicated by the subscript p (or p9)), a combi~~~t lon c f  the 
two indices a and n (or a' and n9). 
Because of the linearity of the vector spherical harmonic expansio~~s, the splitting oker separate 
m-values carries through the entire calculation; thus, rhe em'ire sc~tteringproblem tun  UP rcpS~ceued bj 
(nm, + .I) independent sub-prob!e1~2s~ e c h  corresponding LO a dgferenl azimuthal mode na, This is 
accompanied by a re-ordering of the sums sver rn and n in a 1  spherical harmonic expansaons, as 
folloevs: 
This means that the total scattered field Gals be calculatetl as the sum of partial l~elds 
EmS: 
where each partid field is obtdned from an analogue of (4b), but with coefficients obtained frcm (XI), 
and a summation sver p rather than Y .  
This result brings irnpsrtant simplifications and speed enhmlcements in the nun~erical sslutio~?. Ear, in 
the generd case, the linear equations to be solved form a potentially very Iage 2Nx2N sysLem @q. 91, 
where 
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is the totd number of terms to be summed in the spherical harmonic expansions (4) (note that then = 0 
terms vanish and therefore are not taken into account when computing N). However, for axisym- 
metric scatterers, this system is replaced by the (n, + 1) sub-systems (30), each of dimension 2(n,, 
- rn + 1). Note that the sub-system dimensions decrease as m increases, because, in the matrices T,, n 
ranges from ni LO n,. Also; the sub-system dimensions already account for parity rdathns among 
the surface intcegrals (e.g., 16a), which reduce the size of the matrices T, by a factor of 4. 
There are four major numerical steps involved in calculating the scattered electric field for a given 
orientation of the particle; then, a fifth and sixth step are required for averaging over orienl.ation. The 
organization of these six steps into an EBCM algorithm is shown in Figure 3. We developed this 
logical structure specifically to take advantage of the 'array processing9 or %ectorization9 features of 
modern computers. (Figure 3 refers to axis etric particles only; for non-axisymmetric, pmicles, 
important sections of this logical structure would have to be re-formulated.) 
Step I. Determination of n,,, in nose-on orientation 
The length N of the expansions of the incident and scattered fields in vector spherical harmcanics @q. 
4) is not k n o w  apriori; it depends on the shape, size, and refractive index of the particle. bin generd, 
one should guess an initial N value, solve the scattering problem, and then increase N in seeps until 
'satisfactory' convergence of the scattered field is obtained. This may, however, result in a prohibitive- 
ly lengthy procedure. 
Fortunately, for axisymmetric particles (see Sec. IV), it is possible to estimate the length of the expan- 
sions in a much faster way. For nose-on incidence (defined as €3, = 0), by virtue of the rotational s p -  
rnetry of the particle about the direction of incidence, the only contribution to the scattered field 
comes from the single azimuthal mode m = 1 (as for a sphere). Therefore, it is advantageous to utilize 
nose-on orientation to determine the length of the n-expansion sufficient for convergence. Then we 
merely use the same upper liIllit h, for-all the orientations. 
By so doing, we assume that h, is independent of the orientation of the particle - which is not true 
in general. For different orientations of the particle, deep downward spikes in the angular scattering 
pattern (representing a lot of cancellation among the terns in the spherical harmonic expansion) often 
require higher nm, values in order to converge. However, we usually ignored this proble:m; our in- 
terest was mainly in randomly-oriented particles, where the scattering pattern is rather smooth - the 
spikes wash out in the orientation-averaging process. (For further discussion of this spike-wisslsing-ou.$. 
process, but for spheres, see Sec. VIII.) 
We are not going to describe here the numerical procedures in the nose-on case, since they follow 
closely steps 2-4 in Fig. 3, which are described below. The only difference from the generd ease is that 
now the loop over the m, disappears (rn,, must be I), and only the orientation (8, = 0,&, = 0) is 
considered. 
By solving the scattering problem for successively larger values of n, in the nose-on case, m d  stop- 
ping when the changes become 'small enough', %, is determined. Section VI (convergence pro- 
cedures) will flesh out the details of this operation. 
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(STEP 1) NOSE-ON (8, = 0) 
find n,,, 
LOOP mmax = 091, - 9  nmax 
(STEP 2) I,J,K,L; I1,J',K',L' 
(STEP 3) T, sub-matrices 
LOOP 8,: from 'I to N, 
LOOP 4,: from 1 to N4 






END 4, LOOP 
END 8, LOOP 
(STEP 5) < iq(8)> 
(STEP 6) <"-sca>y <%xt> 
IF (convergence over mmax) EXIT 
IEND m,,, LOOP 
Figure 3. I-oglcal structure of EBCM algorithm. (vec. x) means that the indicated step is vectorired 
alter the variable x. Other symbols are defined in the text. 
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Because of the splitting into (n, + 1) sub-problems (see Sec. IV), steps 2-6 in Fig. 3 appex inside a 
loop over the mimuthal index 'm9. It is advantageous to check convergence of the series (32) at egach 
stepA of this m-loop, since convergence usually occurs well before the theoretical upper limit nm,, 
Nence partial sums from m = 0 up to the current value of m (called m, in Fig. 3) are calculated. 
When the newest terms being added to these sums are small compared to the values of the sums, this is 
called 'convergence over m,', and the algorithm is finished. Details of this procedure nnay be found 
in Sec. VI. 
Step 2: Galeulatlon of the surface integrals 
Rapid calculation of surface integrals (12-18) is important, since otherwise an inordinate amount of 
computer time will be wasted in assessing convergence over n, (Step I), as we shall see in Sec. VB. 
Nence, we used a Gaussian quadrature over the variable cos 8,, which requires about a factor of 10 
fewer integrand evaluations than, for example, Simpson's or Bode's Rule (the latter was used in the 
EBCM code we received from Prof. Barber). Of course, Gauss rules assume a smooth particle: shape, 
~ t h  no corners or edges; cubes and such-like are excluded. 
We have found that, for the Chebyshev particles, the number of Gaussian quadrature points N, must 
not be substantially smaller than n,; otherwise, the surface integrals are not calculated accurately 
enough, and this may even cause the scattered field expansion to diverge. On the other hiand, we have 
noticed that very high NG values (NG > > n,) may also sabotage convergence, presumably because 
the error term R in the Gauss rule 
is proportional to a high-order derivative of the integrand (which is not true in Simpson? or Bode's 
Rule): 
(xi and wi are the absicissate and the weights, respectively, of the Gauss rule, and % is a point in the in- 
terval of integration). Exannples of inaccuracy in Gauss rules for overly-large nuxllbers of quadrature 
points can be found in Davis and Rabinowitz (1975). 
For the above-mentioned reasons, we have chosen to take NG = h, throughout the callculations, 
even though this choice wastes computer time during the determination of n, (because of the need to 
re-calculate surface integrals at each step of the iteration instead of just using the old values). 
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Step 3:: Evalluat"lsn of the transition matrix 
Once the surface integrds have been cdculated, one is in a position to evaluate the transition sub- 
matrices T, ((33) in the body frame. This requires the inversion of the block-diagonal (dsymetnic-  
particle) fomm of the second matrix in (lo), which is accomplished using the Gauss-Jordan method. 
We used Barber's routine for this, rather than a library subroutine from LINPACK, because it takes 
advantage of the large number of known zeroes in the matrix. 
Barber (41977) discusses the ill-conditioning in this matrix inversion when any of the vaiables which 
define the scattering object (its size parmeter, deviation from sphericity, and refrxtive index) is in- 
creased too far. This problem is a symptom that the transition matrix T (and therefore the scattered 
field coefficient vector) has become very sensitive to the length of the sphericd harmonic expansions, 
so that no convergence can be detemined. 
In the present study, we fixed the Chebyshev deformation parameter E at various values between 
- 0.20 and + 0.20; then, for each E, we increased the size of the particle until ill-conditioning was en- 
countered and convergence could no longer be achieved. Except fo"orhe very smallest size parameters, 
it. was impossible to achieve convergence for magnitudes of E significantly above 0.20. 
Step 4, Evailuatlon of the scattered field for any srienlat"aose 
We can now solve the scattering problem for any orientation (8,, 6,) of the particle. First of all, using 
(24) one mus;t calculate the two wrays of angular coordinates (Qb, +b) which define the various scatter- 
ing clirectisns s in the body frame (see Fig. 2). 
Then, the expansion coefficients of the incident field, (a,' and b:) we evaluated in the body frame us- 
ing (20)- Thtey are multiplied by the transition sub-matrix T, (30) to obtdn the expansion coefficients 
of the scattered field for the considered azimuthal mode rn (a; and b,S) in the body frame. 
Nea, the scattered field coefficients are used in (23) to obtain the components of the far-field 
amplitude ina the body frame; and then, these components are transformed back. to the laboratory 
frame (Eqs. 26). This is done for a whole array of scattering angles 8 at once, in vector loops, as in- 
dicated on the right-hand side of Fig. 3. 
The compurtations carried out so far (Steps 2-4) all refer to a specific azimuthal mode m in the m,
loop in Fig. 3. One must also update the running sums of the components Fq(") of the far-field 
amplitude vector corresponding to the partial fields EmS: 
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Finally, the intensities i, and extinction cross-sections a,,, are evalulated from these running sums us- 
ing (28) and (29b). For the computation of the scattering cross-section a,,, (29a), all the a; and bVS 
calculated so far must be considered; thus, in (29a), v takes into account all possible combinations of 
a, n and m for n r n,, and m 5 m,. 
When studying scattering just in fixed particle orientation, convergence over m, should be checked 
at the conclusion of Step 4. On the other hand, when our interest lies in randomly-oriented particles, 
this test must be postponed until after the average over orientation is made (Steps 5 md  6)- 
Step 5. AverEng over orientation: intensities 
Orientation-averaging is accomplished using a two-dimensional Gaussian quadrature over o~rientalhon 
angles (@, 4,) of the following generic form: 
(This is actually just the product of two one-dimensional Gauss rules, not a general two--dimension 
rule, for which no exact solution for the weights and abscissae is known.) U is any @ scattering 
quantity, such as intensity or cross-section (averaging the complex scattering mplitr~de would 
preserve phase relations, which we assume does not occur). cos(ei) and wi are the Ne abiscissae and 
weights of the Gauss rule over (- 1,l); and q5j and Gj are the N6 abscissae and weights of the Gauss 
mle over (0,2 n). 
In our computations, we have used a number of zenith orientations which depends on the pxticle size 
and on its deformation from a sphere: 
For each zenith orientation the number of azimuth orientations is taken proportional lo Ne 8n.d 
to the area of the spherical zone at that zenithjangle: 
'N, = 2 N, sin @p,i 
Both (38) and (39) are purely empirical rules which we developed. There is no apriori reason to expect 
that they will be satisfactory for shapes very different from Chebyshev particles. 
With only 750,000 words of memory on the CRAY-1, we were forced to set an upper bound of 10 on 
N, (we also never let it fall below 3). This is due to the necessity of storing two complex matrices, of 
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dinlension ((no. scattering angles) x (no. oriernlations), containing the components of the vector far- 
field amplitude. This limits the total number of orientations to about 150, which may not be enough 
for large sizes and/or deformations. However, for aarisyrnmetric particles, some simplifications enable 
us "i ddobble or quadruple the n u d e r  of orientations. 
This is because the aisymmetry of the particles leads to symmetry properties of the intensities. For 
any given zlenith orientation @,, the intensities corresponding to the 4, and (4,  + x) zimuth orienta- 
rioas are related as follows: 
Therefore, we only need to perforr computations for Gauss quadrature azimuths c$,~ in the intewal 
(0, T I ,  Hence, in wpliying (37) to intensities, the +-integration can be reduced to (0, a) and the in- 
tegrand taken as 
This is a very important simplification, because it halves the number of azimuth orientations N,, for 
any zenith angle 8,,i. In turn, this allows us to double the number of zenith orientations No with no 
penalty in computer time or storage. 
A further simplification is possible for partides with a plane of symmetry perpendicular to the rota- 
tional axis, In this case, one can integrate over cos (ep) from 0 to I rather than - 1 to 1 in (371, then 
just multiply by two. This again doubles the allowable number of zenith orientations, for a net 
quadrupling. 
Step 6, Averaging over orientation - caoss-sections 
The orientation-averaged cross-sections can be obtained by making use in (33) of the fixed-orienta- 
tkon cross-:sections calculated in Step 4. However, if random-orientation intensities are not desired for 
some reason, there is a much faster procedure. 
Since the cross-sections s f  randomly-oriented nonspherical particles do not depend on the polariza- 
tion of the incident field, let us assume that the incident electric field is linearly pdxized in the x- 
direction, For each zenith orientation Elpy symmetry considerations allow us to compute the 
aimuthdly-averaged cross-section just by averaging the two cross-sections for zimuths 
This simplification was found by Barber (personal communication). 
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Once the azimuthally-averaged cross-sections have been obtained by this trick, the orientation- 
averaged cross-sections follow directly from a Gauss quadrature over zenith orientation, as usual.&. If 
the particle has a plane of syrnmetry perpendicular to its rotation axis, this quadrature can be 
simpliced as described in Step 5. 
Calculation of associated Legendre and Bessel functions 
Hn steps 2-4, it is necessary to calculate the associated Legendre function P,m (cos 8 )  with argument 
either cos ab (for obtaining the far-field amplitude) or cos 8, (for obtaining the surface integrals), 
This is done by using forward recursion for fixed m, starting from n = m + 1: 
nm, + , (case) = ------ I [(2n + 1) cos a prim (cosa) + (n + m)pmn-, (cos~)]  
n-m + 1 
?The recursion is initialized by: 
In step 2, it is necessary to calculate the spherical Bessel functions of the first kind, j, both for real (k 
r,) and complex (i% k r,) arguments. It is also necessary to calculate the spherical Bessel function of the 
second kind y, for real argument k r, only, since it enters into the expression of the spherical Hankel 
function. 
For y,, we use a forward recursion, which is stable for real arguments (Lentz, 1975). However, the use 
of forward recursion for j, is unstable. For complex arguments, we calculated j, using the continued 
fraction method of Lentz (1975), while for real arguments we have used a variation on the Miller 
backward recursion scheme proposed by Ross (1972). 
In the origind code provided to us by Prof. Barber, Bessel functions were generated, both for real and 
complex arguments, using the Miller backward recursion. We replaced such procedures beca~~se they 
can occasionally overflow for large arguments, 
Vectorization' means re-arranging an algorithm in order to make the longest loops the innermosi 
ones. These innermost loops must also be free of recursions and other structures that al~ould prevent 
their being executed all at once. 
We have deeply modified the original code we received from Prof. Barber in order to take advmtage 
of the vector features of a CRAY-1 computer. We have vectorized any section of the code which 
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timing tests revealed to be using more than 10% of the computer time. Super-speed vector routines 
(furnished by CRAW were also used for performing some matrix operations. The code is now about 
ten times faster than the original one that we received. Even so, this research has required on the order 
of 10 hours of CWAU time. 
Fig, 3 shows what loops were vectorized in the various steps of the. numerical computation. The nota- 
tion 'vec, x' means that loops over the variable 'x' were made innermost, and vectorized. (If only ran- 
dom-orientation cross-sections are desired, Step 4 is replaced by a simplified version in which only 
bops over n are vectorized.) 
In the Bessel Elunction routines, recursions prevent most of the loops over n from vectorizing. In the 
computation of the associated Legendre polynomials, either loops over 8, or over 8 were vectorized, 
depending on rthe context (surface integrals or spherical harmonics expansion, respectively). 
Numericall checks 
Since ccsnsiderabPe modifications of the code were made, we repeatedly checked the modified code 
against some results obtained with the original one supplied to us by Barber. We also checked the 
ssrigind code aig~nst some exact calculations of Asano and Yamamoto (1975) for spheroids in fixed 
orientation, for which agreement within 0.01% had been found (Mugnai and Wiscombe, 1980). 
After the modification of the code had been completed, we also checked it against exact calculations 
of Asano (1980) for randomly oriented spheroids. Very good agreement was still obtained (0.1%). 
However, we were not able to get convergence for elongations greater than 3:1 when the size 
parameter exceeded about 10. This is in line with a comment made by Waterman (1965) in his original 
paper on the EBCM: 
"One present drawback of the method is the poor numerical convergence of the truncation pro- 
cedure in dealing with more elongated shapes. This is of course not surprising, since one is de- 
parting from the nearly spherical shapes most ideally suited to the vector wave functions 
employed/. As a rough rule-of-thumb, it appears that obstacles having a length-to-width ratio 
5 2 can ble treated quite well by truncation to at most 20-25 terms. . . ." 
Holit (private communication) has informed us that other investigators who use the EBCM have been 
able to obtain convergence for more elongated spheroids. The explanation may lie in our stringent 
convergence procedures (see next section), compared to the relatively lax definitions of convergence 
used by others. However, we did not concern ourselves with this difficulty, because the many sensitivi- 
ty studies we carried out for Chebyshev particles convinced us that our numerical procedures are quite 
suitable for these particles. 
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In the EBCM, infinite series are truncated after a finite number of terms; integrals are numerically 
evaluated; and finite series may be truncated before their theoretical upper limit. The resulting solu- 
tion may be more or less 'converged', depending on our skill (there is more than a little art involved as 
well) in selecting the following three parameters controlling convergence: 
@ the highest n-value, n,,,, used in the spherical harmonic expansions; 
49 the number of Gauss quadrature points, NG, for performing the surface integrals; and 
@ the number of different orientations of the particle, No,, used for calculating am orientation 
average. 
In addition, it is advantageous to check convergence on a fourth parameter: the highest m-value, 
m,,,, used in the spherical harmonic expansions (this is not strictly necessary, since we know that, 
theoretically, m,, = n,,,) . 
Our procedures for determining convergence over NG and n, have evolved from those used by 
3arber (private communication). We therefore begin by summarizing his method. 
Barber looks only at nose-on orientation of the particle. He guesses initial values for Q, and NG. NG 
must be about 3-5 times n, depending on the deformation of the particle from a sphere (NG must be 
large because Barber uses Bode's Rule for calculating surface integrals). Then, n, is increased in unit 
steps, holding NG fixed, until 'convergence9 of the scattered intensities is reached. 
'Convergence' is defined in the Cauchy sense: it occurs when two successive iterates are "ellose', Foe 
Barber, 'close9 meant that the percentage difference between the scattered intensities for w,, and for 
(Q, - 1) was less than 1% at every -scattering angle. (Clearly, the exact convergence he reached 
depended on the set of scattering angles he chose.) 
If convergence is slow, the Cauchy criterion can of course be misleading. Two successive iterates can 
be close, yet both can be far from the final solution. In practice, such pathological situations manifest 
themselves as a painfully slow downward trend in the inter-iterate difference. 
If convergence didn't occur, Barber fixed n, at the highest value it had attained, and iterated over 
NG instead (by trial and error). If convergence over NG was attained, iteration over n, was re-started 
from its original (low) value, holding NG constant at its converged value. 
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We have mociified Barber's procedure for the following reason. Baber did EBCM calculations on a 
case-by-case basis, checking and tuning the convergence by hand until the results were satisfactory. 
Our goal was to study a great many cases, precluding the possibility of examining each one individual- 
ly; therefore, we had to invent an automatic procedure. Of course, we could simply have enforced a 
very stringent Cauchy criterion (O.O1Olo, say); but this would have allowed convergence in only the 
easiest cases (those with the smallest deviation from sphericity). Furthermore, since our interest was in 
random orientation, we did not care to enforce a stringent convergence at every particular orientation 
and for every scattering angle. 
Goovergenes over NG 
In order to study convergence over NG, we carried out many tests for Chebyshev particles in nose-on 
orientation, In these tests, NG was either held fixed, or increased in direct proportion to n,,,: 
k, was varied1 between 1 and about 3. 
We found that, independent of n, convergence over NG was reached for 1 5 k, < 1.5 (larger ko 
values were necessary when n, was below its convergence value). In general, we found that N, must 
be neither snaaller, nor much bigger, than n,; both extremes could sabotage convergence. 
Based on our tests, we decided to take ko = 1 throughout our calculations, for the following reasons: 
r increasing ko from 1 to 1.5 changes the intensities less than 1/10 as much as increasing the 
convergence value of n,, by one; 
a this choice prevents the scattered field expansion from diverging; and 
* taking k, > P sometimes lowers the n, value for convergence, giving results of less ac- 
curacy than those obtained with kQ = 1. 
Eq. (4-4) is unfortunate in one sense: if NG were held constant, then each of the 8 matrices of surface 
integrals $e,g. Eq. 12) could be preserved for the next step of the iteration over n,; only two new 
rows, and two new columns, would need to be added. Instead, each matrix has to be recalculated il;l 
toto. But adeast (44) eliminates Barber's trial-and-error double iteration (over NG and n,,,) in favor 
of a single atitomatic iteration (over n,,,). 
Convsrgencze over wm,, 
The selection s f  m,, is critical in obtaining correct results, especially for fixed orientation of the parti- 
cle. Extreme caution is called for, first because bad results obtained with incorrect n,, values are 
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dyficult to defect; and second, because there are usually no independent methods lo check the reeruI&s 
(unless the particles are cylinders or spheroids). 
We adopted Barber's suggestion to increase n,,, in unit steps during convergence iteration. However, 
we found that his convergence criterion (1 Q7o at all the angles) failed when the angular scaetering pat- 
tern developed deep down-spikes, signalling cancellation among the terms of the spherical harmonics 
expansion at the spike angles. Convergence at those angles could not usually be achieved at all. 
However, our main interest was in random orientation, in which case the deep down-spikes one sees 
in fixed orientation are washed out. Therefore, we developed a convergence criterion with the follow- 
ing requirements in mind: 
@ convergence should not be tested in the spikes 
convergence should be summarized in a single number, representing some sort of average 
over a l  angles. 
We met the first requirement by considering, not all the N,,, scattering angles, but only 90Vo of them9 
i.e. only 
scattelning angles. We throw out that 10% of the angles where the percentage difkrences from one 
iteration to the next are largest. This is always sufficient to get rid of the spike situations. 
The second requirement is met by defining two numbers, 6, (q = R or r), which are the root mean 
square relative differences between the intensities when n,, is increased by one (but only at the 90% 
of the angles defined above): 
mood' convergence is then defined as 
< 6, and 6, < (47) 
where = 0.001 for our research. This corresponds to percentage differences in the intensities not 
exceeding about 0.%%? on the average. Thus we have relaxed Barber's criterion in one sense - by 
disregarding 10'70 of the angles - and made it stricter in another sense - by demanding 0.1 Vo rather 
than ll Vo convergence at the remaining angles. 
We have made many plots of the behavior of 6, as a function of n,,,. Figure 4.1 shows a small but 
representative sample of this information; (dotted line) and 6, (dashed line) are plotted vs. pa,, for 
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Figure 4.1. Convergence parameters Gg(doltecl lines) and 6, (dashed lines) vs. highest value 
n,,, in spherical harmonics expansion over n: (a) TP(- 0.20), x = 10 and 20; (b) 
T4(-0.10) and T4(-0.15), x = 10; (c) T6 (0.10), X =  10; (d) T8 (0.10), x=8. 
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Figure 4.1 (Continued) 
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Figure 4.2. F4arallel and perpendicular intensities kand i ,  vs. scattering angle 8, for T6(0.10) 
particles in nose-on orientation with size parameter x = 10 and n,,, = 18, 30, 42, and 
66. (a-b) iAfor 0-60 and 60-180 degrees respectively; (c-d) i, for 0-60 and 60-180 degrees 
respectively. The solid line in each plot represents the "converged" result, 
corresponding to n,,, = 66. The various dashed lines correspond l o  lower values of 
n,,,: dot-dash, n,,, = 78; dashed, n,, = 30; dotted, n,, = 42. 
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Figure 4.2 (Continued) 
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Figure 4.3. Parallel and perpendicular intensities i ~ a n d  i, vs. scattering angle 8, for T8(0.10) 
particles in nose-on orientation with size parameter x = 8 and n,,, = 28,44, and 76: 
(a-b) i ~ f o r  0-60 and 60-180 degrees, respectively; (c-d) i, for 0-60 and 60-180 degrees, 
respectively. The solid line in each plot corresponds to the global minimum n,,, = 
44 in Figure 4.l(d). The dotted line corresponds to n,,, = 28, the dashed line to n,,, 
= 76. 
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Figure 4.3 (Continued) 
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Figure 4.4. Parallel intensity kvs. scattering angle 8, for T6(0.10) particles in random orientation 
with size parameter x = 10 and n,,,, = 18,30,42, and 66: (a) 0-60 degrees; (b) 60-180 
dtegrees. The solid line and the various dashed lines have the same meaning as in 
Figure 4.2 
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Figure 4.5. Parallel intensity ikvs. scattering angle 8, for T8(0.10) particles in random orientation 
with size parameter x =8  and n,,, = 28,44, and 76: (a) 8-60 degrees; (b) 68-180 
degrees. The solid line and the various dashed lines have the same meaning as in 
Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.6. Convergence parameters Sg (dotted line) and $, (dashed line) vs. highest value m,,, 
in spherical harmonics expansion over m: (a) T2(- 0.20) particles with x = 20; (b) 
T6(+8.10) particles with x = 10. 
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four different Chebyshev particles. Fig. 4.1(a) provides an example of how convergence becomes more 
difficult when the size of the particle increases; Fig. 4.l(b), of how it becomes much more difficult 
when the deformation from sphericity increases. 
Figure 4.1 shows clearly that 6, does not -decrease monotically when n,, is increased, but rather has 
oscillations superimposed on its average downward trend. These oscillations have a period equal to the 
order n of the Chebyshev polynomial T, defining the particle! This surprising (and so far unexplained) 
result explains why convergence over n,,, is very slow for high Chevyshev orders. 
Figure 4.1 also shows that 6, eventually stops decreasing, and may actually start increasing again, as 
n,, continues to increase. This behavior may be due to 
PI accumulation of round-off errors; or 
@ the possibility that the spherical harmonics expansion, at least for concave ]particles, is an 
asmptotic rather than an exact series (this may be a consequence of the Rayleigh hypothesis 
which we have made); it is well known that there is an optimal number of terms to keep in an 
asymptotic series, beyond which it becomes less and less accurate. 
These plots show explicitly how our definition of 'convergence' may fail: 6, may "bottom out' before 
(47) is satisfied. However, our convergence studies also revealed that satisfactory convergence of the 
scattered intensities can often be achieved even for n,, values violating (47). 
For this reason, we have introduced a second, less stringent convergence criterion based on the 
quantity 
We stop the n,,, iteration before 'good' convergence is reached, if 6 i  reaches a minimum Bower than 
10 times 6mi, (=0.01 in our study), then starts increasing again. We call this convergence 'fair9. It 
produces accurate enough results for a randomly oriented particle. However, it may give unacceptable 
errors for fixed orientation. 
By introducing 'fair' convergence, it was possible to obtain results for many more cases than "ood' 
convergence would have allowed. It also shortens the iteration over n, (which may otherwise be in- 
ordinately lengthy due to the oscillations in the 6, vs. n,, curves). This in turn reduces computer time 
spent in orientation-averaging, which goes roughly as n,, to the 2.5 power. 
We have singled out the two particles in Fig. 4.1(c-d) for particular consideration, since they are 
representative of cases of slow or difficult convergence, respectively. The first is a T, particle with x = 
10; the second, a T, particle with x = 8. Both particles have deformation E = 0.10. 
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Parallel and perpendicular intensities for these two particles are shown in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3, respective- 
'by, for various n,, values and for nose-on orientation. (Studies we made for oblique orientation did 
not differ qualitatively.) There are separate plots ifor 0-60 and 60-180 degrees in order to gain resolu- 
tion. 
For the T6(-+) particle, Fig. 4.1(c) shows that a deep local minimum, both for 6kand 6, is reached 
already for n,, = 18; 'fair' convergence is reached for n,, = 30; and 'good' convergence, for n,, 
= 42. For n,, = 66, and 6, are even lower yet. The solid curve in each plot in Fig. 4.2 represents 
the tonverged9 result, corresponding to n, = 66. The various dashed curves correspond to lower 
values of n,,. This enables us to watch the convergence process 'in action', so to speak. 
The trend towards convergence in Fig. 4.2 is quite evident. Moreover, we find that: 
the main characteristics of the scattering pattern are already produced by n,, = 18 
perpendicular intensities converge much more rapidly than parallel ones 
'fair' convergence does not produce accurate enough results for fixed orientation 
"good' convergence produces almost perfectly converged intensities 
The Ts partide is truly a marginal case; even a small increase in its size or deformation causes con- 
vergence to fail entirely. As it is, Fig. 4.l(d) shows that 'fair' convergence is reached for n,, = 28, 
while 'good' convergence is not achieved at all. But there is a global minimum at n,, = 44. Beyond 
that, 8&;$and 6, increase, but are still less than 0.01 in two local minima at n,, = 60 and 76. Therefore, 
in Fig. 4.3 we have plotted parallel and perpendicular intensities for n,, = 28, 44, and 76. We find 
%ha", 
intensities for n,, = 28 (dotted line) and 4.4 (solid line) are quite similar 
inter~sities for n,, = 76 (dashed line) are rather different from the first two. 
This T, example clearly shows that taking too many terms in the spherical harmonics expansion is just 
as deadly as taking too few. Therefore, it is unwise just to arbitrarily choose a high value of n,,, 
without checking convergence. For the same reason, even the first guess for n,, in the convergence 
iteration shouldn't be too high. But we have found that, even for "air' convergence, n,, is always 
bigger than the number of terms, 
required for convergence of the scattered field from an equal-volume sphere (Wiscombe, 1980). 
Therefore, we suggest utilizing n,,, = nSph as a first guess. 
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Table 1 shows the n,, and GQ,values corresponding to a selection of our Chebyshev particles, as well 
as what kind of convergence ('fair' or 'good') was obtained. 
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 are analogous to Figs. 4.2 and 4.3, respectively, but for random orientation. Only 
parallel intensities are shown, because the curves for various nmaX values are virtually indistinguishable 
for perpendicular intensity. Hence, for checking random-orientation convergence, it may be sufficient 
to look only at parallel intensity, although we have not done so in our calculations. 
Table I .  Convergence parameters for a selection of Chebyshev particles. F and G refer to 'fairkand 
'good' convergence, respectively. The other parameters are defined in the text. 
X particle type 'max * r n a ~ - ~ s ~ h  Gkr mmax Nor 
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There are several important observations to make about Figs. 4.4 and 4.5: 
the spread between the curves for various n,, values is an order of magnitude less than for 
wose-on orientation 
* 'fair' convergence is good enough for random orientation; the worst errors are below 2% or 
so 
* even the n, = 18 intensities in Fig. 4.4 are within 10% of the converged values 
* the n,, = 28 and 44 curves in Fig. 4.5 are virtually indistinguishable, whereas the n,, = 76 
curve departs significantly from them. 
This Past observation (which was also noted in nose-on orientation) again shows the danger of taking 
too many terms in the spherical harmonic expansion. 
We have found that, for a given n,,,, convergence over m is usually reached for m,, < n,. It is 
therefore eadivantageous to introduce a convergence criterion over m, in order to shorten the com- 
putation. 
We adopted. an m, convergence criterion similar to 'good' convergence for n, (46-47), except that 
all -the scattering angles are now taken into account, because down-spikes do not seem to occur in the 
rn-sum (apparently there is never the kind of massive cancellation of terms that occurs in the n-sum). 
For a particle in fixed orientation, the analogue to (46) is therefore: 
where 
and Fq@) is the q-component of the far-field amplitude of the partial field EmS. 
For a randomly-oriented particle, convergence over m, is checked by making use of an exactly 
anagogous criterion, except that iq is replaced by <iq> (see 37). 
A A (dotted line) and 6, (dashed line) are plotted vs. m,, in Figure 4.6, for two different Chebyshev par- 
ticles in random orientation. There is a striking trend towards convergence as soon as these quantities 
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become smaller than about 0.001; hence, convergence over h, was assumed to have taken place as 
soon as $ and $r fell below this limit. 
When only random-orientation cross-sections are desired, and the short-cut described in Step 6 b f  
Sec. V is employed, m, convergence is based on the following quantity: 
where 4 means one of the two azimuthal orientations (4, = 90, 180 degrees) used for computing the 
random-orientation cross-section (Sec. V), and N is the number of zenith orientations. In general, % 
this leads to the same m, values as applying the 6, criterion. 
Table 1 shows m, values for various particles. They range between about ?A and 3/4 of nrxaax, showing 
that checking convergence over a rq.,.,,, reduces computer time by roughly a factor of two. 
Convergence over Ne 
When we compute the scattered field from a randornly-oriented particle, the number of uimuth 
orientations N+ for any given zenith orientation is automaticdly assigned (39). Therefore, convergence 
is checked only over Ne. 
Computer time and storage constraints have prevented us from testing convergence over orientation 
for many of the cases in this compendium. Ideally, computations should be done for successively 
larger Ne values until the final results converge to a specified accuracy. But in that case, in order to 
keep computer time within reasonable bounds, one would need to store all the T, transiition matrices; 
and this was beyond the capacity of the NCAR CRAU-1 (750,000 words). 
We therefore resorted to testing the random-orientation results in selected cases in which We did not 
seem large enough. We temporarily modified the EBCM code to allow twice the usual maimurn 
number of orientations (584 for T, with even n, 132 for odd ra). For a T,(- 0.20) particle with x = 20, 
and a T, (0.15) particle with x = 10, the largest changes due to doubling the number of orientations 
were about 1-2%. 
Suggested improvements in the convergence procedures 
We wish now to suggest how the convergence criteria could be improved. However, in spite of our ex- 
tensive experience, we are still unable to give general and completely automatic convergence pro- 
cedures. Our suggestions are probably most appropriate to the Chebyshev particles; they may however 
serve as guidelines for other shapes. 
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We have not introduced the following changes in our computer code yet. However, we believe that 
they could speed up the convergence procedures and at the same time produce even more accurate 
results. 
First, even though 'fairr' convergence seems to produce accurate enough results for randomly-oriented 
Chebyshev particles, it might not be restrictive enough for other shapes. Besides, 'fairr' convergence 
should &ways be avoided for fixed orientations. We suggest removal of the 'fair' convergence option 
and the raising sf the value of 6, instead. amin = 0.003 should produce accurate enough results for 
random orientation; and 6,, = 0.01 for fixed orientation. 
Second, we \propose an improvement in the iteration over n, whenever the code discerns a periodici- 
ty in the variiation of 6A and 6, with n,. The iteration over n, should then proceed in steps equal to 
the periodicity, rather than in steps of one. This method could bring a considerable speed enhance- 
ment for those particles with long periodicities (See Fig. 4.1~). If 'good9 convergence does not occur in 
this case, one should use the results from the overall minimum of &&,comparing them with results for 
the previous and following minima to determine if the convergence is reliable (see Figs. 4.l(d), 4.3 and 
4.5). 
I'hird, the convergence over number of orientations could be handled in a more economic fashion, by 
using "adaptive' Gaussian quadrature (Patterson, 1973). Mere, one uses values of Ne in the sequence 
1,3,7, 15,3 18,63, and so on. Each successive Gauss rule employs all the points used by its predecessor. 
IIence, one can select a high value (say 15) of N8, and obtain orientation averages for the lower values 
(say .%r3, 7) for free. Comparing the various values will show how the convergence is going. 
Finally, we propose yet another way to test convergence over number of orientations. We have noticed 
that backscattering at 180 degrees is very sensitive to number of orientations. Therefore, one could run 
the EBCM just for a scattering angle of 180 degrees, testing convergence for successively increasing 
values of No (perhaps as described in the previous paragraph). This would be relatively cheap, com- 
pu"itianal)y, since computer time for calculating random-orientation intensities is roughly propor- 
tisnal to the number of scattering angles. Once convergence was achieved, the EBCM could be re-run 
with the full complement of scattering angles, holding NE) fixed at its converged value. In this pro- 
cedure, it would be desirable to save all the T, transition matrices to avoid recalculation. 
VII. DEFINITIONS OF QUANTITIES TQ BE BLOTTED 
In order to deal with numbers of order unity, it is customary to define the efficiency factors 
Qsca = usca/~ rev2 
Qext = uext'~ re? 
in which the cross-sections are normalized by the projected area of the equal-volume s ~ h e r e ,  The 
single-scattering albedo is then defined as 
The unpolarized phase function (which is proportional to the 'differential scattering cross-section9 
used by the inventors of the EBCM) is defined as 
where id and i, are the parallel and perpendicular scattered intensities defined in (28). P, being essen-. 
tially a probability of scattering at angle 8 from the direction of the incident unpolarized radiation, is 
normalized to unity: 
In practice, we only calculate intensities at discrete angles; therefore, this nomalization relatien can 
test whether or not we have picked enough angles. With our usual 11 1 angles, and a Simpson Rule for 
the left-hand side of (561, we always obtained numbers in the range 0.997 to 1 .W3, indicating that ogr 
Simpson-Rule cdculation of the aspmetry factor 
is probably accurate to 2 decimal places, with an angular-quadrature error of perhaps c I in the 3rd 
place. 
We use a trick to calculate unpolarized phase functions in the EBCM. The straightforward way would 
be to calculate iR and i, first for incident parallel-polarized light, then for incident perpendicr~lar- 
polarized light, and add them up. (For non-spheres, even in the random orientation, there: is always 
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cross-po%arization, meaning that incident parallel or perpendicular light produces non-zero values of 
both iA a ~ d  i,.) Instead, we assume incident light with linear polarization at 45 degrees to the scattering 
plane. This gives the same answer for iA and i, (but not for the remaining two Stokes parameters), with 
only half tlhe computation. This trick works because, in our cases, the 4x4 MuePler matrix has 
vanishing ,h2  sub-matrices in the upper right and lower left corners: nose-on orientation falls into case 
2 of van de Hulst (19811, sec. 5.22; random orientation falls into case 6 of that same section. 
Clearly, for a general non-spherical particle in fixed orientation, the phase function would depend OW 
the azimuthi angle between the scattering plane (variable) and the plane containing both the incident 
direction and the reference axis (fixed), as well as upon the scattering angle 8. However, for the par- 
ticular situations we consider - either nose-on (incident radiation along the particle's axis of rotation) 
or random orientation - this azimuthal dependence disappears. To show the phase function for ar- 
bitrary particle orientation would really require a 3-D plot. 
The final quantity of interest is the degree of polarization: 
d(0) = (i, - iR)/(i, + iQ) 
Like the efificiency factors, this is of order unity, and in fact is bounded between -1 and + 1. 
Experimenters prefer looking at phase function and degree of polarization because both are indepen- 
dent of the absolute calibration of the instruments (provided the calibration is the same for iA and i,). 
d(8) is particularly nice because, unlike the phase function, it can be determined accurately without 
knowing the scattering cross-section. By reading both phase function and degree of polarization from 
our plots, and looking up Q,,, in Table 3, the reader can recover Ah and i,. This is burdensome, we 
know, but Ithis compendium would have been too long if phase function, degree of polarization, @ 
intensities were all plotted. 
Scattering cross-section requires an integration over scattered intensities. Unfortunately, in the 
laboratory, it is nearly impossible to position the detector at scattering angles 0 to 5 degrees, because 
then it receives incident as well as scattered radiation. Angles 175-180 degrees are generally 
unreachabl:: as well, since here the detector either blocks the incident beam, or is blocked by the device 
emitting it. The loss of 0-5 degree information is particularly harmful, because this is in the diffraction 
region, where intensities are largest. 
VIII. SIZE-AVERAGING OF SPHERICAL RESULTS 
After examining many hundreds of plots comparing spherical to non-spherical scatterin-ng results, we 
came to feel that comparing to a sphere for a specific value of size parameter 'x', far from being the 
most honest comparison, was in fact the most misleading. Often the pattern of spherical-rionspherica1 
differences would alter radically with only a slight change in x; and invariably that alteration was caus- 
ed by the sphere. The random-orientation nonspherical results were rock-steady by comparison, 
The problem lies, of course, in the multiple periodicities and spikes in the Mie results as a function of 
x. This is collectively known as the "ripple structure". It is very special to a sphere, and is caused by 
the interference between surface waves and the internally transmitted and reflected radiation. Ripple 
tends to be damped out by nonsphericity, and especially by nonsphericity plus averaging over orienta- 
tion. (However, a high imaginary index will damp the 'short-cutting' surface waves, and hence the 
ripple, even for a sphere (van de Hulst, 1981).) 
The fastest oscillation in Mie quantities has a period of about 0.8 in x for refractive indices typical of 
aerosols in the shortwave spectrum (Dave, 1969); This has recently been explained as a 'forward glory 
oscillation' by Nussenzveig and Wiscombe (1980), who give an analytic formula for the period as a 
function of real refractive index. For fir, = 1.5, this period is 0.7393 for spheres with size parameter 
x > > 1 .  
To see the extent to which this period applied for smaller values of x, we made a number of high- 
resolution plots of Mie single-scattering albedo, w, and asymmetry factor, g, as a function of x, using 
the Mie algorithms of Wiscombe (1979, 1980). The complete course of these quantities, Piam x = 0 to 
30, is shown in Fig. 5(a); then, in Figs. 5(b-i), the sub-ranges x = 2-6,6-10, 10-25 and 15-20 are shown 
in detail (solid lines). For o below x = 10, the peak-to-peak period is about 0.85, while the trough-to- 
trough period is in the range 0.71 to 0.76. Both periods settle down to around 0.74 rt 0.02 for x >- 10. 
For g, the period is consistently around 0.78 for all x ~ 2 5 .  
Since the deviations from the theoretical period are relatively small, we averaged the Mie single-scat- 
kering al"odo and asymmetry factor over an interval 6x = 0.7393, using 201 equally-spaced points 
centered on each value of x. These averages are tabulated for integer values of x in Table 2 dongside the 
exact (unaveraged) values. Then, they are plotted as dotted lines in Figs. 5(b-i). The resulting curves are 
dmost completely smooth, with only a faint residual oscillation due to not averaging over the exact 
period. 
The averaging was actually done over cross-sections and intensities (which makes more physical sense) 
rather than directly on w and g: 
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MPE SIZE PARAMETER 
sre 5. Mie single scattering albedo w and Mie asymmetry factor g vs. Mie size parameter x: 
{,a) for the full range x =0-30 considered in this study; (b-e) exact (solid line) and size- 
averaged (dotted line) w in the sub-ranges x =2-6, 6-10, 10-15, and 15-20; (f-i) exact (solid 
iii-se) and size-averaged (dotted line) g in the same sub-ranges. 
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- --  
Qext = x2 Qext/x2 (59b) 
-- 
gavg = x2 gQsCa/x2 Qsca 
The overbar indicates size-averaging over a rectangular size distribution of spheres spanning the range 
Ax. 
Turning now to the phase function, we observe that the deep downward spikes in exact Mie phase 
functions, separating the (approximately) 'x' peaks between 0 and 180 degrees, must be due to very 
particular cancellations of terms in the Mie series. Small changes in x cause big changes in the location 
of these spikes. Hence even a modest amount of size-averaging reduces them considerably. The peaks 
between the spikes, on the other hand, are less affected by size-averaging. Thus, the general effect of 
size-averaging is to smooth the Mie curves considerably. 
Figure 6 illustrates this phenomenon. The thin solid curve is a size-averaged (Ax = 1) Mie phase func- 
tion for x = 15 in the angular range 80-180 degrees; the thick solid curve, the exact Mie result. The 
dotted and dashed lines show the exact and size-averaged < T4(- 0.10) > phase function; these bear 
out our remark above, that nonspherical results tend to be rock-steady under size-averaging, corn- 
pared to spherical results. 
Away from scattering angle 8 = 0, Mie phase function values tend to have several incommensurate 
periods as a function of x - not just 0.8. For example, at 180 degrees (the worst angle), Slhipley and 
Weinman (1979) find periodicities of 0.42, 0.81, 1.1, etc. using power-spectrum analysis. Thus, there 
is no clear theoretical justification for averaging over an interval Ax = 0.7393. In fact, whe:n we used 
this fixed averaging interval, it gave too much averaging for small x, and not enough for large x. 
Hence, we found it more convenient to use Ax = 0 . 1 ~  for all size-averaged spherical phase functions, 
This of course aliases the oscillations, but still leads to an acceptable degree of smoothing of the 
most unrepresentative parts of the Mie curves. 
To maintarn consistency between our treatment of single-scattering albedo, asymmetry f;lckoa, and 
phase function, we will also compare (in Sec. IX) nonspherical w and g with their spherical counter- 
parts averaged over Ax = 0 .1~ .  That is why the latter values were also included in Table 2. Except for 
x I 3, this causes very little change in the spherical-nonspherical percentage difference plots. 
Goedecke, in a comment at the end of Wiscombe and Mugnai (1980), suggested using the pro- 
jected-area distribution of the non-spherical particles as the size distribution for averaging the 
spherical results. Since many of our particles exhibit 10% deviations from a sphere, we had something 
like this in mind in picking Ax = 0 .1~ .  However, in detail, Goedecke's idea would seem more ap- 
plicable to large particles (x > > 1) than to the ones we studied, because projected area and scattering 
cross-section are closely related only in the geometric-optics limit. 
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Figure 6. Exact (thick solid line) and size-averaged (thin solid line) Mie phase functions, and 
exact (dotted line) and size-averaged (dashed line) <T4(-0.10)> phase functions, for 
size parameter x = 15. Shows the relatively small effect of size-averaging on 
nonspherical results. 
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Since we will not be showing size-averaged scattered intensities, it is worth noting that the effect of 
size-averaging is much greater on i, than on ik For i,, it is typical for down-spikes to be raised by fac- 
tors of 5 to 10, and sometimes even by factors of 100. For both intensities, the smoothing is usuallly 
greatest in the angular region 80-150 degrees. The oscillatory structure in the 0-80 and 150-180 degree 
regions is more resistant to size-averaging. 
Looking ahead to Figures 9 and 10, the reader can see examples of exact and Ax = 0 . 1 ~  size-averaged 
spherical phase functions and degrees of polarization. 
Table 2. Mie single-scattering albedo (a) and asymmetry factor (g): exact, Ax = 0.7393 size-averaged 
and Ax = 0 . 1 ~  size-a\ieraged. x is Mie size parameter. 
- 
x w "avg g gavg g avg 
(AX = 0.74) (Ax=O.lx) (Ax = 0.74) (Llx=O,Ix) 

IX. SINGLE-SCATTERING ALBEDO AND ASYMMETRY FACTOR: 
Single-scattering albedo and asymmetry factor, aside from their intrinsic interest, play a crucial role in 
all simple models of multiple scattering (e.g., Joseph, et. al., 1976). Figure 7 shows percentage dif- 
ferences between spherical and nonspherical single-scattering albedo. Figure 8 is similar, but for the 
axymmetry factor. Results are shown only for the MIXTURE, and for T, particles up through T,; we 
had much less data for T6, T8 and Tzo particles, and it showed deviations of less than 1-2% from the 
spherical results. Because of computer time limitations, we could not collect enough data to make 
these curves smooth; however, we believe that they are not seriously aliased, even if they present a 
rather unattractive appearance. 
Percentage differences for the MIXTURE (Figs. 7a and 8a) are with respect to exact (dotted line), Ax 
= 0 . 1 ~  size-averaged (dashed line) and Ax = 0.7393 size-averaged (dot-dash line) spherical results. It 
doesn't matter much which Mie curve is used, as the reader can easily see, and the differemces from the 
sphere are generally below 3%. 
In Figs. 7(b-d) and 8(b-d), percentage differences for T, particles are only with respect to the Ax = 
0. 1x size-averaged Mie results; on each of these plots, the dotted, dashed, and dot-dash lines represent 
the various 1 E 1 Values shown, in increasing order. In the T, and T, cases, there are two of each kind of 
curve; one is for the positive value of E, the other for the negative value. The two curves are not 
separately identified because they are so close to one another. 
The spherical-nonspherical differences in Figs. 7 and 8 were usually much greater than t'he spread be- 
tween the exact and size-averaged spherical curves in Fig. 5. Also, spherical and nonspherica% asym- 
metry factors almost always differed in the second decimal place, so the angular-quadrature error in 
computing nonspherical g's (in the 3rd decimal place) is not significant either. This gives our conelaa- 
sions about the effect of nonsphericity on o and g a certain robustness. 
The 'noise level9 on the percentage differences in Figs. 7 and 8 is somewhere between 0.1 and l Yo. The 
lower limit has to be 0.1 % because we always rounded the nonspherical quantities to 3 significant 
digits. The upper limit is due to obtaining only 'fairy rather than 'good' EBCM convergence in some 
cases. 
Because we only present plots of spherical-nonspherical differences in o and g, and because plots of w 
and g are difficult to read to 3 significant digits, we have tabulated them, as well as Q,,, and QabsP for 
each Chebyshev particle studied, in Table 3. (Q,,, is necessary to convert phase functiorns back to in- 
tensities; see Eq. 55.) The particular value of 'x' at which each tabular column ends generally 
represents the largest integer for which we were able to obtain at least 'fair7 convergence i~ra the EBCM. 
For E = 0.05 (and sometimes even for E = 0. lo), however, calculations are stopped before this barrier 
is reached. 
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MIXTURE 
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Figure 7. Percentage difference between spherical and nonspherical single-scattering albedo, 
vs. size parameter x: (a) MIXTURE (a uniform blend of all particle shapes considered); 
Qb) T3 for E = 0.05,0.10, and 0.15; (c) T2 for E = - 0.10, + 0.10, and -0.20, +0.20; (d) T4 
for E = 0.05, + 0.05, - 0.10, + 0.10, and - 0.15, + 0.15. In (a), differences are with respect 
l o  exact (dotted line), Ax = 0 . 1 ~  size-averaged (dashed line), and Ax = 0.7393 size- 
averaged (dot-dash line) spherical results. In (b-d), differences are only with respect to 
the Ax = 0 . 1 ~  size-averaged spherical results; the dotted, dashed, and dot-dash lines 
represent the various E values shown, in increasing order. Dog-legs are due to large 
steps between computations; there may be finer structure not revealed by these plots. 
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Figure 7 (Continued) 
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Figure 8. Piercentage difference between spherical and nonspherical asymmetry factor, vs. size 
parameter. Same cases, and same meanings for the lines, as in Fig. 7. 
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Figure 8 (Continued) 
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The set of data in Table 3 is one of the key products of this study. It is much more extensive than any 
which has been computed before; and the entire experimental literature does not contain even 1/10 
ahis much data on nonspherical w and g. Furthermore, together with Asano's (1980) study for 
spheroids, this is the only study to show the effect of nonsphericity plus random orientation on both w 
and g simulitalaeously. 
--
It may be of some interest for the reader to compare these results with the predictions of the Pollack/ 
Guzzi (1980) semi-empirical theory, which are that: 
where "spher' refers to an equal-volume sphere, as in our case. 
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Table 3. Scattering efficiency Q,,,, absorption efficiency Qabs, single-scattering albedo w , and 
asymmetry factor g for spheres (S);& = 0 . 1 ~  size-averaged spheres (S,,), and various 
Chebyshev particles as a function of size parameter x (equal-volume size pasameher 
for the nonspherical particles). 
SCATTERING EFFICIENCY Q,,, 
x S Sav, T3(0.05) ~ ~ ( 0 . 1 0 )  T3(0. 15) T2(-0. 1 0) T2(0* 10) 
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Table 3 (Continued) 
SCATTERING EFFICIENCY Q,,, 
X &(-0.15) T4(0. 15) T6(-0.05) T6(0.05) T6(-0. 1 0) ~ ~ ( 0 . 1 0 )  
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Table 3 (Continued) 
- 
ABSORPTION EFFICIENCY Qab, 
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Table 3 (Continued) 
ABSORPTION EFFICIENCY Q, 
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Table 3 (Continued) 
- 
SINGLE-SCATTERING ALBEDO 
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Table 3 (Continued) 
SINGLE-SCATTERING ALBEDO 
SINGLE-SCATTERING ALBEDO AND ASYMMETRY FACTOR 7 1 
Table 3 (Continued) 
ASYMMETRY FACTOR g 
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Table 3 (Continued) 
ASYMMETRY FACTOR g 
X. SCATTERED INTENSITIES IN FIXED ORIENTATION 
One goal of this research was to provide a set of results against whic:. the validity of the EBCM could 
be tested, either by other exact theoretical techniques or by laboratory experiments. AIl our rmdom- 
orientation results are available for this purpose. However, they may not be the best choice, foe 
several reasons: 
random-orientation intensities are rather smooth functions of angle; correctness of the 
EBCM could be more incisively tested against more highly structured angular patterns, dif- 
fering more from a sphere; 
random-orientation results depend to some extent on the quadrature over orientation, which 
introduces an unknown error; 
comparison with microwave-analogue measurements (see Appendix A) would be easier in 
fixed orientation; 
it is intensities which are measured in the laboratory, while all our random-orientaion plots 
are for phase function and degree of polarization; it requires some effort to deconvolve in- 
tensities from these plots 
our random-orientation results are for unpolarized incident radiation, whereas laboratory 
sources (esp. lasers) are frequently polarized. 
Hence, we have decided to include a small selection of fixed-orientation intensities, using both parallel 
and perpendicular polarized incident light, in Appendix B. These are for Chebyshev particles with E = 
0.10 and x = 5,10. Shapes were chosen so that the EBCM could be tested for convex l[Tzl/, concave 
IT,, T,, T,], and asymmetric IT3] particles. Two fixed orientations for which no cross-polarization oc- 
curs were chosen: nose-on and 'perpendicular-to-nose-on' (8, = 90°, 4, = 0). 
Solid lines in App. B refer to the equal-volume sphere; dotted lines to the nose-on orientation; and 
dashed lines to the 'perpendicular-to-nose-on' orientation. The 'fair' convergence criterion was not 
used to produce any of these results. 

XI. PHASE FUNCTION AND DEGREE OF POLARIZATION IN RANDOM ORIENTATION 
MIXTURE 
Figures 9 and 10 show the phase function (55) and degree of polarization (58), respectively, for the 
MIXTURE of 23 particles. These are the most general results of our study, vis a vis the ']met' effect of 
nonsphericity plus random orientation on the angular variation of scattering. 
The arrangement of these plots is similar to that in Appendices C and D (described below). Each phase 
function plot (for 60-180") is on the same page with its corresponding percentage-difference-from-a- 
sphere plot (for 0-180"). The MIXTURE phase function for x = 2,3,4,5,6,8,10,15, and 20 (solid line) 
can be compared with the exact (dotted line) and Ax = 0. lx size-averaged (dashed line) spl~ericail phase 
functions. The solid, dashed, and dotted lines have the same meaning on the degree of polarization 
plots (Fig. 10). The percentage differences in Fig. 9 are with respect to the exact (dotted) and size- 
averaged (dashed) Mie phase functions. 
Alehough we calculated results for many more integer values of 'x9 in the range 10-25 than we show 
here, the decision was made to omit these results because, too often, the changes from one value of kx' 
to the next were not noteworthy. 
The two spherical curves in Figure 9 bear out our remarks in Sec. VIII, to the effect that (down-spikes 
in the angular range 80-150" tend to be washed out by size-averaging. One should be cautious of the 
visual impression that size-averaging biases the phase function upward, however; often, tl-ris is due on- 
ly to plotting on a logarithmic vertical scale. 
T, particles 
The bulk of our results for phase function (60-180" only) and degree of polarization are contained in 
Appendices C and D, respectively. On each such plot, the solid line shows the Ax = 0. lx  size-averaged 
spherical result, while the dotted, dashed, and dot-dash lines refer to T, particles with successively in- 
creasing values of I E  (. Note the change of convention relative to the MIXTURE; there, we used a 
solid line for the nonspherical result because we wanted to show two -spherical results (exact and size- 
averaged). 
These Appendices were designed to allow the reader to flip through them rapidly, generating almost a 
moving picture of spherical-nonspherical differences as a function of particle size. Thus, a rapid feel- 
ing for the results can be obtained. In Appendix C, the phase functions are plotted at the top of each 
page, and their percent differences from a sphere at the bottom; thus, the 'action' can be stopped at 
any point to compare the two. 
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MIXTURE x=2.  
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Figure 9. 60-180 degree phase function for nonspherical MIXTURE (solid line), exact sphere 
(dotted line), and Ax = 0 . 1 ~  size distribution of spheres (dashed line) for x = 
2,3,4,5,6,8,10,15, and 20. Companion plots show percent differences of the' 
nonspherical phase functions from the spherical ones for the full range of angles 
(0-180 degrees); interrupted lines refer to the same spherical cases as in the 
corresponding phase function plot. Note how size-averaging the spherical results 
frequently mimics the effect of nonsphericity. 
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Figure 9 (Continued) 
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Figure 9 (Continued) 
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Figure 9 (Continued) 
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Figure 9 (Continued) 
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Figure 10. Degree of polarization for nonspherical mixture (solid line), exact sphere (do"lled line), 
and Ax = 0 . 1 ~  size distribution of spheres (dashed line) for x = 2,3,4,5,6,8,10715 
and 20. Note how, as in Fig. 9, size-averaging the spherical results frequently mimics 
the effect of nonsphericity. 
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Figure 10 (Continued) 
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Figure 10 (Continued) 
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Figure 10 (Continued) 
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Figure 10 (Continued) 
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The organization of the Appendices can be likened to a sequence of 3 nested loops. The idea was, to 
group the most similar results closest together, then the next most similar, and so forth. Thus, the in- 
nermost "loop' is over the magnitude of the deformation parameter E of a Chebyshev particle; results 
from those values of E for which the EBCM converged are plotted on the same frame. 
The reason for grouping different values of E closest together, is to test our intuitive notions of pertur- 
bation theory. When E doubles, so these notions go, the differences from the spherical phase function 
and degree of polarization should double also. Thus, dividing the percent differences by the cor- 
responding I E I should cause them to fall almost on top of one another. This does not in fact happen 
-- far from it - else we should have presented the percentages in this way. 
The middle 'loop' is over particle type. Since Tn+ and T,- particles bear a subtle similarity, as describ- 
ed in See. 11, they are placed on facing pages, for easy comparison. The first particle in each group is 
T,, since It is the only unsymmetric one; then the other Tn's follow in order of n - 2, 4, 6, 8. TZo 
results are omitted because only the I E / = 0.05, x < 8 cases could be converged, and they did not dif- 
fer much from a sphere. 
The outermost loop is over size parameter x (from 2 to 20), because the biggest changes occur as size 
changes. As noted above, we omitted all of our results from x = 11 to x = 25 except x = 15 and 20, 
because we were unable to see big enough differences among the x > 10 plots - just an increasingly 
complex jumble of oscillations. We feel that further filtering - perhaps the subtraction of a common 
oscillatory term from all curves - is necessary to make any sense out of this data. Or perhaps phase 
function aind degree of polarization are the wrong quantities to look at; they just do not make 
spherical-nonspherical differences stand out in stark relief. 
Until a better way is found to look at spherical-nonspherical differences for x > 10, our use of the 
EBCM dl ,the way up to x = 25 (no one had gone beyond x = 10 before) remains more of a tours de 
force than a way to gain fundamentally new insights. 
We tried tol keep the vertical-axis range of our plots as small as possible, in order to magnify spherical- 
ason~spherical differences. At the same time, we wanted to avoid having a different scale for every plot. 
The compromise we struck was to fix the range for large groups of plots (for example, at one full 
decade), but to slide this range up or down to match the quantities being plotted, as necessary. This 
way, the spread between curves on neighboring plots is comparable, even when the vertical scales are 
not identicd. 
It was also the question of vertical resolution which drove us to plot phase function separately for 
0-60" and 60-180". The forward peak of the phase function takes several decades to contain it, yet 
spBzerica1-nonspherical differences are all but negligible there. Meanwhile, the important differences 
in side-scattering were shrunk to Lilliputian proportions. 
Note that the percentage difference plots in App. C change from a linear to a logarithmic vertical scale 
past x = 6. This is because the percentages become very large - over 100% in many cases - in spite 
of the relatively small deviations from sphericity. Percentages below about 1 %, we regard as in the 
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noise level, and have explicitly accounted for this in the logarithmic plots by starting the scale at $070 
(which is labelled 9'). 
0-60° phase functlon 
We present in Fig. I1 only a sparse sampling of our phase function results in the angular range 0-60 ", 
(The corresponding percentage differences from a sphere for 0-60" can be found in Appendix C,) The 
~neanings of the various lines are the same as in Fig. 9 (for the MIXTURE cases) and as in Appendix G 
(for the T, cases). 
The reason for omitting much of this data, is simply that it proved uninstructive. After dB, 0-60" is 
primarily a diffraction region, dominated by 'rays' that do not actually 'hit' a particle but merely bend 
sound it. (One cannot really talk of 'rays9 at x = 1, but already by x = 10 the concept has some utility.) 
These 'rays' are insensitive to particle shape and refractive index. They are sensitive prim1aril.y to peo- 
jected area (van de Nulst, 1981); and the differences in projected area between randomly-oriented 
Chebyshev particles and equal-volume spheres are minute. 
Hence, as might be expected, the spherical and nonspherical phase functions tracked each other very 
closely in this region - so closely, often, that they were indistinguishable. Some of the plots in Fig, 11 
were selected to illustrate this point. The remainder show cases where the differences are airnore 
substantial. 
Acknowledgments: We are indebted to the National Center for Atmospheric Research for providing 
the computer time for these studies; to David Kennison of NCAR for assistance with some of the 
graphical presentations; and to NASA for publishing this compendium, whose completion spanned 
over 5 years and hence came to be affectionately known as 'The Eternal Project'. 
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Figure 11. CP-68 degree phase function for nonspheres (solid line for MIXTURE, interrupted lines 
in other cases - dotted, dashed, and dot-dash lines correspond to the various 
E values shown, in increasing order) and for Ax = 0.1 x size distribution of spheres 
(dashed line for MIXTURE, solid line in other cases). Exact sphere result (dotted line) is 
shown only for MIXTURE. Size parameters x =5, 10, 15, and 20 only. 
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Figure 11 (Continued) 
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Figure 11 (Continued) 
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Figure 11 (Continued) 
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Figure 11 (Continued) 
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Figure 11 (Continued) 
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Figure 11 (Continued) 
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Figure 11 (Continued) 
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Figure 11 (Continued) 
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Figure 11 (Continued) 
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APPENDIX A: REVHEW OF NONSPNERIGAL SGATTEIWTNG 
There is barely a field of science or engineering that does not have some interest in scattering of radia- 
tion. In many of these fields, the problem can be separated into single scattering by individual objects, 
followed by multiple scattering among them. But rarely do scattering objects have those ided shapes 
- sphere, spheroid, circular cylinder, and so forth - that allow an %exact9 solution of Maxwell's 
Equations in infinite series of eigenfunctions (Morse and Feshbach, 1953, pp. 492-523). 
Instead, the problem of scattering by rather nasty-looking shapes constantly presents itself. Mostly, 
the effect of shape is ignored; as van de I-Iulst (1981) says, "the formulae for sphericaP particles are us- 
ed in 95% of all applications." Assuming sphericity is certainly the path of least resistmce; 
well-documented computer algorithms for spherical ('Mie') scattering are available (Wiscombe, 19TJ9, 
1980) and have been available since Dave produced the first ones in 1968. Circular cylinder and 
spheroidal algorithms are also available, although less widely used. 
But the assumption of sphericity is rarely made after first studying the effect of nonsphericity, then 
discounting it. Instead, it is almost invariably made a priori. Hence, there is an increasirhg desire to go 
back and check this assumption, and find out where it breaks down. 
The questions one asks about nonspherical scattering depend, of course, on one's research interests, 
Those who use lidar and radar to sound the atmosphere, for example, want to know only about the in- 
tensity and polarization in direct backscatter. Military planners want to block enemy ra.dar and com- 
munications with airborne 'chaff', whose shape (among other factors) is adjusted to obtain the max- 
i m m  extinction cross-section with the minimum amount of material. 
Medical researchers want to side-scatter laser light off blood samples and determine the state o f  the 
suspended cells. And they want to know the absorption cross-section of human organs in the 
microwave region. Aerosol specialists want to infer aerosol size distributions from the angular 
distribution of near-forward-scattered light. Climate theorists want to know how ice cr.iistds in cirrus 
clouds control the Earth's radiative fluxes. 
Each group has a different set of questions it wants answered. We shall begin by revievving the ques- 
tions that are being asked about nonspherical scattering, in order to set the stage for the following 
discussions of experimental and theoretical results. 
A.1 CURRENT QUESTIONS 
Neglecting quantum and non-linear effects, the questions revolve around one or more (of the fo'alow- 
ing list of classical scattering quantities, arranged in order of increasing complexity: 
extinction cross-section 
scattering cross-section 
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absorption cross-section 
single-scattering albedo 
radiation pressure cross-section 
aspmetry factor 
unpojiarized scattered intensity at any angle from the direction of the incident radiation 
exnpolarized phase function 
Legendrle moments of unpolarized phase function 
polarized scattered intensities, parallel and perpendicular to the plane of scattering (the plane of 
the incident and scattered beams) 
Stokes gbarameters 
Mueiiler matrix 
Legendre moments of Mueller matrix elements 
To add to this list, there are different possible states of the incident radiation: plane wave, spherical 
wave, finite beam, and so forth. And while the above quantities all traditionally refer to the 'far-fieldy 
(far enough from the particle that radial components of the scattered field can be neglected), there are 
dso importa~lt problems of near-field scattering as well - for example in paint or snow. 
The orientation of the particle is another complexif~ng factor. Some particles are simply in fixed 
orientations, as in microwave-analogue experiments. Others are partially randomly oriented, as ice 
needles in a cirrus cloud, or falling raindrops. Most are completely randomly oriented, as aerosol 
pwticles. 
Generally, as one moves down the above list, the effect of nonsphericity may be expected to become 
more and more important. Those who are interested only in cross-sections may be justified in ignoring 
nonsphericitgr in 95Vo of the cases. On the other hand, those who need the lower right-hand 2x2 sub- 
matrix of the Mueller matrix may find it almost impossible to ignore nonsphericity. Those whose 
problem areas lie in between, are in a grey area where they may or may not ignore it, depending on the 
size, deviation from sphericity, and refractive index of their scattering objects. 
Refractis~e index plays a particularly important role. When the real index differs significantly from 
unity, m d  the imaginary index is nearly zero, nonsphericity exerts its maximum effect. On the other 
hand, when real index is near unity (as for a bacterium suspended in water), or the imaginary index is 
Barge (as for a carbon particle), nonsphericity can often be safely neglected. 
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Questions of nonsphericity may also be embedded in a larger context: for exmple, multiple scatter- 
ing, or size-averaging. Size-averaging and shape-averaging wash out the fine details of nonsphericd 
scattering, making the ensemble (we assume) look more like a collection of spheres. h d  the greater 
the extent of multiple scattering, the less the fine details of the phase function matter; oaly the cross- 
sections and the first few Legendre moments play a role. In such settings, nonsphericity may be more 
or less important, depending on the width of the size distribution and the total optical thickness of the 
scattering medium. 
Looking at the list of scattering quantities above, and the variety of complexifying factors, it is clear 
that a progrm of research in nonspherical scattering must be carefully focussed to address very 
P 
specific questions. Otherwise, it risks being swamped by the sheer number of possible \iws i^ables, md 
the variety of parmeters which can influence those variables. Up to the present, the feci have been: 
Can the nonspherical particle be replaced by an 'equivalent sphere9? If so, which equivdenr 
sphere (equal-volume, equal-area, . . .) is best? 
Can we make simple, empirical adjustments to Mie theory to mimic nonsphericd scattering? 
When Mie theory just won't work, can we use either an exact solution for cylinders or 
spheroids, or a small- or large-particle approximation? 
Can we discern general features of nonspherical scattering just by looking at a lfew cmonicd 
shapes (in the lab or theoretically)? 
@ What impact does nonsphericity have on our remote sensing capabilities, ranging from in- 
terstellar dust effects on astronomical observations to ice particle effects on radar? 
The generd tenor of the questions in nonspherical scattering is therefore somewhat as follows: m a t  is 
the least mount  of shape information we need to know? Can we just make simple moidibcatioaas $0 
existing theories to get what we want? For the fact of the matter is, few people outside of eleeQicd 
engineering (where unusual antenna shapes are routinely studied) want to know the exact scattering 
from a doughnut or a dodecahedron in fixed orientation. They just want to know the generd effect s f  
nonsphericity, shorn of its details. In what follows, this is the tack we shall take in describing ex- 
periments and theoretical results. 
A.2 MEASUREMENTS 
We will survey only a selection of measurements specifically aimed at studying nonsphericity. There 
are a large number of instruments which routinely measure the scattering from nonsphericd paticles. 
Yet these are of no use for our purposes, because they all make simple empirical adjustments to ac- 
count for nonsphericity (if they account for it at all). Thus, their goal is not to study nonsphericity, but 
to get rid of it, like an unwelcome dinner guest. 
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Traditionally, the measurements have tended to fall into two categories: 
* visible light scattering from micron-sized particles 
microwave scattering by centimeter-sized objects 
In the future, much more of the electromagnetic spectrum will be available, using tuneable lasers and 
cryogenicdly cooled detectors; but until recently, experimenters were strongly constrained by the 
relatively primitive state of source and detector technology, and by the lack of windows in the spec- 
trum of the Earth's atmosphere. 
Visible light scattering experiments involve relatively simple and cheap instrumentation, and have just 
as frequentlj~ been done in the field as in the laboratory. Microwave scattering experiments, by con- 
trast, requxre expensive instrumentation and large laboratories, and have as a consequence been 
undertaken l ~ y  only a few groups. 
Microwave 
The ""microwave-andogue method" was pioneered by Greenberg (1960, 1961), with the application 
of interstellar dust in mind. The idea was, to manufacture centimeter-sized scattering objects with 
desired shapes and refractive indices. Then, in a large, anechoic chamber, perhaps 100 feet across, one 
directed a microwave b e m  at the object and measured the scattering at all angles. By special tech- 
niques, even the extinction cross-section could be measured; and for independent confirmation, one 
cdsukd place temperature sensors in the object and measure the Joule heating directly (to get absorption 
cross-section). 
The knalogue' part of the method meant simply that the results could be extrapolated to smaller or 
larger sized scatterers, keeping the ratio size/wavelength fixed, in much the same way as 
aerodynamicists extrapolate wind tunnel model results to full-sized aircraft. 
Very few published results came out of Greenberg's effort. Creenberg, et. al. (1971) presented a few 
measuremerits of extinction cross-section for spheroids, while Greenberg (1972) made measurements 
for stacked cylinder configurations. Wang (1980) has given extinction cross-sections for aggregates of 
2, 4 ,  and 8 spheres, as well as stacked cylinders. 
Waterman (1965, 1971) measured scattered microwave intensities from hemispherically capped 
cylinders and cones made of metal, primarily in order to verify his EBCM calculations. 
Zerull (1976) and Schuerman, et. al. (1981) have published by far the largest collection of microwave 
analogue measurements. They measured scattered intensities from roughened spheres, cubes, oc- 
thedra, and irregular convex and concave particles, with various effective size parameters up to 20. 
Compxing to equal-volume spheres, their main conclusions were that: 
for size paameters x < 6, agreement is within a factor of two; as x increases beyond 6,  dif- 
ferences escalate drmatically 
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@ nonspherical curves have greatly damped oscillations as a function of angle 
@ agreement is very good in the forward peak (scattering angles 0-30 O), with nonspherical par- 
ticles probably scattering somewhat & than spheres there 
@ nonspherical particles side-scatter (angles 30-140') as much as an order of magnitude = 
@ transparent nonspherical particles backscatter - less, and their backscattering exhibits a much 
milder variation with angle 
@ backscatter from opaque nonspherical particles shows an increase toward 180°, while the 
backscattering for spheres shows no such rise 
Zerull also found that concave particles tended to scatter more energy at most angles than 
equal-volume convex particles. 
Visible light measurements have traditionally suffered from an inability to calibrate the instrumenla- 
tion using particles of known shape, size and refractive index. This problem has been somewhat 
alleviated of late, however, as monodisperse polystrene latex spheres have been mare reliably 
manufactured (e.g., Bottiger, et, al., 1980). Also, the 'vibrating-orifice aerosol generator-can 
generate quasi-monodispersions of various water-soluble aerosols (pinnick, et. aI., 1976; Coletti, 
1984). 
There are many more visible than microwave measurements, reflecting the relative simpliciv and corn- 
pactness of sources and detectors at visible wavelengths; but these measurements are almost exclusive- 
ly of scattered intensity in the 10-170 degree angular range. The arrangement of source and detector 
precludes measurements near the forward or backward directions, although Ashkin and Dziedzic 
(1988, 1981), in their 'optical levitation' technique involving suspension of particles by laser light 
pressure alone, have obtained direct backscatter measurements. 
Lacking especially the important 0-10 degree scattering, it is difficult to obtain an accurate estimate of 
scattering cross-section (and hence of phase function) from integrating the scattered intensities over 
angle. As a result, there has been a tendency to normalize experimental results to the equal-volume 
sphere phase function at 10 O, which may introduce biases into some of the conclusions dram.  Recent- 
ly, however, Goletti (1984) has used Fraunhofer diffraction theory to extrapolate his results into 
0-10°, which goes far toward correcting this problem. 
Extinction cross-section measurements have suffered from the classic problem that a detector with a 
finite aperture picks up some of the diffracted light. Depending on how much of this light is detected, 
the extinction can be mis-estimated by as much as a factor of two. Careful correction for the diffrae- 
rion can eliminate this effect if the particle projected area is known, but too often this is not the case. 
And with large errors in both extinction and scattering cross-section, almost nothing can be said about 
absorption cross-section, and hence the single-scattering albedo. 
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A number of early results on nonspherical scattering were reported at the First International Con- 
ference on Electromagnetic Scattering in 1963. Hodkinson (1963) measured extinction and for- 
wxd-hemisphere scattering for quartz, diamond, flint, and coal dust particles of sizes 1 to 6 microns, 
in aqueous suspension. The curve of extinction as a function of size parameter x (= 10-50) did not 
display the large oscillations found in its Mie theory counterpart; instead, it just rose monotonically to 
an asymptote. Fraunhofer diffraction plus geometrical optics for a sphere gave a fair fit to the results 
for 0-60°, but not for 60-90 ". 
Napper and Ottewill (1963) measured scattered intensities from transparent cubes and octahedra of 
size 0.5-01.7 microns. The octahedral and equal-volume Mie results agreed well in 60-120 degrees, but 
the cubes side-scattered much more in both polarizations. 
H u f h a n  and Thursby (1969) measured scattered intensities from irregular ice crystals, as well as hex- 
agond plates and columns, in the angular range 10-150". They showed that if they picked a size of 
sphere with equal scattering at 10 degrees, that sphere scattered considerably less to the side (around 
90 O) 
In a well--done classic study, Holland and Gagne (1970) measured the Stokes parameters of light scat- 
tered from 0.1 to 1 micron plate-like, randomly oriented quartz crystals. They argue for comparing to 
equal-psojected-area rather than equal-volume spheres, which gives good agreement out to 40" but 
underestirndtes the nonspherical side-scattering from there to 140 degrees or so. Past 140°, the situa- 
tion was reversed: Mie theory was more than a factor of 3 higher. Waggoner, et. al. (1972) also found 
that nonsphericity depressed backscattering, although it must be emphasized that neither study could 
reach 180". 
Proctor and Harris (1974) and Proctor and Barker (1974) measured extinction for numerous size 
distributions (spanning 0.1 to 50 microns) of quartz and diamond dust suspended in water. When they 
plotted extinction vs. the phase shift parameter 
they found no oscillations, unlike Mie theory; only the first main peak showed up. 
Chylek, el. al. (1976) measured scattered intensities for transparent salt particles of size 0.04 to 2 
microns, They shovved a result which seemed contrary to everyone else's, namely less side-scattering 
for non-spheres than for spheres. However, it seems that they used polarized incident light, whereas 
the previous measurements used unpolarized light. In fact, for one of the two incident polarizations in 
Holland and Gagne's experiment, a similar result to Chylek, et. al. was obtained. Pinnick, et. al. 
(1946) continued this work, and found that either assuming voids in the particles, or averaging over 
sizes in Mie theory, improved agreement with spherical results. 
Perry, et, al. (1978) made one of the rare studies of the complete Mueller matrix. They used cubic salt 
and rounded ammonium sulfate particles of size 0.1 to 2 microns. They found that Mie theory could 
fit results for the rounded particles all the way up to x = 12, but for the cubes only up to x = 3. The 
nonsphericd particles always had higher side-scatter, and lower backscatter, than equal-volume 
spheres. 
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Bottiger, et. al. (1980) also measured the Mueller matrix. Their scatterers were not baiturai' aerosol 
particles, but rather aggregates of 2, 3, or 4 polystyrene latex spheres, levitated electrostatceicalily. They 
thus achieved a much greater degree of shape control than in previous experiments. They found that 
the strong angular oscillations in spherical Mueller matrix elements tend to be washed out - the more 
so, the more spheres were in the nonspherical aggregate. 
Saunders (1980) suspended 50 micron salt crystals on spider webs and measured scattered inkensity at 
180" as they hydrated. We also subjected the hydrating particle to an electric field, causing distortions 
undetectable by microscope yet sufficient to cause large variations in backscattered intensity. This 
proved that direct backscatter is - very sensitive to even slight nonsphericity. 
Coletti (1984) has scattered laser light from quasi-monodispersions of transparent salt particles and 
absorbing dye particles. He finds almost a complete washing-out of the angular structure in Mae 
theory, with the only remnant being the first side-peak in the diffraction region. The difference be- 
tween the scattering for two orthogonal incident polarizations is also much less than in Mie theory, 
and sometimes vanishes entirely. 
,Other sources of experimental information include Berry (19621, Donn and Powell (19631, Grmaci 
and Ward (1979), Sassen and Liou (1979), and the book edited by Schuerman (1980). 
Summary 
This is but a limited survey of nonspherical scattering experiments, and one oriented toward at- 
mospheric science, but it should be sufficient to give a flavor of the results. 
All the measurements to date show the following tendencies, relative to Mie theory: 
(i) damping of the oscillations vs. angle and vs. size parameter 
(ii) more side-scattering (60-120 O), for unpolarized incident light 
(iii) less backscattering (140-180") unless the particle is opaque 
(iv) nearly equal forward scattering (0-50 O) 
(v) rapidly worsening agreement as size parameter increases past x = 3 to 5 
(vi) less difference between scattering resulting from the two possible orthogonal polarizations of 
the incident radiation 
A.3 THEORIES - EXACT OR NUMERICAL 
In the past 25 years, numerical techniques for scattering and absorption by variously-shaped objects 
have proliferated like weeds. This is due to the relatively few exact solutions of Maxwell's Equations 
for the 'simplest-case' scattering problem (an incident plane wave). The exact solution for a circular 
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cylinder in perpendicular incidence was given by Rayleigh in 1888, and extended to oblique incidence 
by Wait in 1955 (see also Liou, 1972; Cohen and Alpert, 1979, 1980). Lorenz in the 1 8 9 0 ' ~ ~  and in- 
dependently Wie in 1908, and Debye in 1909, gave the solution for a sphere. Yeh (1965) gave a partial 
solution for elliptic cylinders. Asano and Uamamoto (1975), in a much-acclaimed paper, gave the 
solution for a spheroid. 
It is unlikely that this arsenal will be enlarged much in the future. The reason is simple: the solution 
even for a spheroid is already so complex that it offers very little advantage over a good numerical 
- - 
solution (except to furnish an independent check). The spheroidal solution suffers from numerical ill- 
conditiorbing, preventing its use above size parameter x = 30 or so (Asano, 1979); and in random 
orientation, it gobbles up monstrous amounts of computer time (Asano, 1980). Thus, even for this 
simplest of all nonspherical shapes, the exact solution behaves in many ways like a numerical solution. 
The better numerical solutions, in turn, behave in many ways like an 'exact' solution - for example, 
by expanding the solution in a set of orthogonal eigenfunctions. This is all symptomatic, we believe, of 
a general crumbling of the formerly rigid barriers between 'exact' and 'numerical' solutions. 
For those who wish to pursue the question of 'exact9 solutions in more detail, we offer a few more 
remarks. The problem boils down to solving the "vector Helmholtz equation" (Morse and Feshbach, 
1953, Ch. 13) for the electric field. This is done by expanding the electric field in an infinite series of 
eigenfunctions in one of the 11 coordinate systems in which the vector Helmholtz equation is 
reparable. (These series are double series in general; only for the sphere and circular cylinder do they 
degenerate to single series.) The eigenfunctions used inside the scatterer are different from those used 
outside - C P ~  it, because the "inside' expansion must be finite at the origin, while the 'outside' expansion 
must prc~duce outgoing waves at infinity. 
Then, the usual Maxwell boundary condition (continuity of the tangential component of the electric 
fieid) is alpplied on the surface of the scatterer; the inside and outside expansions must be 'matched up9 
there. This is where all the difficulties arise. In every case but the few which have already been solved, 
the boundary condition leads to a set of equations which cannot be solved analytically. (If boundary 
conditions were not the major hang-up, scattering from a cube, involving only simple Cartesian coor- 
dinates, would have been solved long ago. Instead, it r e m ~ n s  an unsolved problem.) 
'Tl~ose -~vho wish to see exact solutions for metallic scatterers in various unusual coordinate systems 
anay consult the book by Bowman, et. al. (1969), where the main thrust is antenna design. Kouyoum- 
jian (1965) gives the original references for solutions for metallic cones, disks, strips, and parabolic 
cylinder:;. Of greater interest, perhaps, is the solution by Borghese, el. al. (1979) for an arbitrary 
cluster of spheres; indeed, it seems to this author that sphere clusters would be excellent xchetypes for 
general rlsnspherical particles. Apparently, however, the solution of Borghese et. al. is nightmarish to 
put into practice. 
Returning now to numerical solutions, we observe that they are primarily used in the range li to BO of 
size palrlameter (the so-called 'resonance region'). Below 1, small-particle approximations are useful; 
above llD, large-particle approximations. Very few numerical methods have been applied for size 
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parameters above 15 or so, partly because, in general, the computational demands escalate as some 
high power of size parameter. 
Fortunately, the seemingly innumerable numerical techniques fall into two rather broad classes: dif- 
ferential equation (including finite element) methods, and integral equation methods. Each 'new9 
technique is usually only a minor variation on a familiar theme. It is these themes which we shall at- 
tempt to highlight here. But first we shall deal with a method that defies classification. 
Purcell-Pennypacker: aggregates of dipoles 
Purcell and Pennypacker (1977) suggested replacing a scatterer by a cubic array of point dipoles 
spaced no farther than (wavelength/4 T )  apart. Each dipole has a polarizability such that the correct 
bulk refractive index is predicted by the Clausius-Mosotti relation. Exact account is taken of dl 
mutual dipole-dipole interactions, leading to a set of 6N linear equations for N dipoles. 
In this method, the surface disappears, and with it all the nastiness associated with surface boundahy 
conditions.   hat is the beauty of the method. It is elegant in its simplicity, and therefore has attracted 
a good deal of attention. Kattawar and Humphreys (1980), for example, have applied the method to 
two nearby spheres. 
Purcell and Pennypacker themselves considered no more than 100 dipoles. Yung (1978), however, has 
been able to reformulate the method as a variational principle, enabling him to use the prodigious 
number of 16,000 dipoles (corresponding to a size parameter of about x = 6) .  Until computer memory 
and speed become very much larger, x = 10 is probably a practical upper limit to this method. 
Rayleigh hypothesis 
Rayleigh was interested in the scattering of a plane wave from a sinusoidal diffraction grating. Be- 
tween the peaks and valleys of the grating, there are both upgoing and downgoing walves. Wayleigh 
made the hypothesis, now associated with his name, that only the upgoing wave eigenfunctions need 
be considered in the solution. This hypothesis was accepted without question until about 1950, when it 
became embroiled in controversy (Millar, 1973). 
As it applies to scattering by a finite object, this controversy still raged through the 1960's (Bates, 
1969; Bates, et. al., 1973; Millar, 1969; Millar and Bates, 1970). Consider a scattering object C with its 
inscribed (Sin) and circumscribed (Sou,) spheres, as in Fig. A.1. At any point P outside C, but inside 
Sou,, there are both incoming and outgoing waves; after all, part of C is outside the sphere passing 
through P, and thus can radiate inwards towards P . . . . 
If we think in terms of rays, of course, this could only happen if C were concave. But, matbematiedly 
spealcing, the problem exists for 4 objects, and the solution ought really to be of the form (see Fig. 
A. 1 for region designations): ' 
(Region J) expansion in eigenfunctions regular at the origin 
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{Region 11) expansion in incoming and outgoing eigenfunctions 
(Region 111) expansion in outgoing eigenfunctions. 
For some very simple problems, including Rayleigh's sinusoidal grating, Millar (1973) has actually suc- 
ceeded in showing the quantitative limits of validity of the Rayleigh hypothesis. If the grating is 
described by 
f(z) = a cos kz 
where 9' is height, then the Rayleigh hypothesis g s  if ka > 0.448, or, loosely speaking, if the waves 
on the surpd'rzee become too 'violent'. By naively comparing this case to the case of Chebyshev particles 
(Eq. 1 of the text), and analogizing z with theta, one might expect the Rayleigh hypothesis to fail also 
for Ghebyslhev particles such than n e > 0.05 or so. This is curiously close to the actual limits found on 
EBCM convergence for size parameters exceeding 5 or so. 
Milla shovvs that a necessary and sufficient condition for the Rayleigh hypothesis to be valid is that 
the singulwilies of the Region III expansion all lie in Region I. Thus the hypothesis may be valid with 
one origin of coordinates, and not with another. Its validity may also change, depending on which 
eigenfunetions are used in the Region 111 expansion. And if the scatterer has corners or edges, this 
&most dways causes singularities to occur in Region 11, invalidating the Rayleigh hypothesis. 
Figure A.1. Cross-section of a general scattering 
object with surface C, inscribed sphere 
Sin, and circumscribed sphere SOut. 
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But following this gloomy prognosis, Millar offers a way out which seems almost too good to be true, 
We merely have to abandon our craving for an 'exact9 solution, and satisfy the boundary condit;ons 
only in the least-squares sense. Then an expansion in any complete set of outgoing eigenfunctions is 
satisfactory in Region II. It will even converge uniformly in Region 111 (although the conjrergelrece magr 
be slow, if the eigenfunctions chosen are ill-suited to the geometry). 
In the various debates over the Rayleigh hypothesis in the literature, the EBCM was dways regarded 
as immune to these difficulties - apparently, because it sidesteps the whole issue of making an expan- 
sion of the scattered field in Region II. One is left with an uneasy feeling, however, that the problem 
has perhaps been papered over rather than resolved. 
Differential equation approaches 
According to Mei, et. al. (1978): 
""During the last 15 years, computation in electromagnetic scattering has been actively pursued 
almost entirely in terms of integral equations. . . .this drift to integral equations is very natural ---- 
and for good reasons. In integral equations, the computations are limited to the scatterer itself; 
while in the finite methods they are generally spread over the entire space. In integrd equations, 
the radiation conditions are automatically satisfied, while in the finite methods they require 
special numerical treatments which are often unsatisfactory. But recent advmces . . . have 
urgently demanded the results of scattering by . . . inhomogeneous bodies. The only practical ap- 
proach to such problems appears to be direct solution of partial differentid equa~~i~ons rather 
than solution by integral equations, the formulation of which in an inhomogeneous medium is a 
difficult task. 
This explains why methods which proceed directly from the vector Helmholtz equation, without re- 
formulating it as an integral equation, have recently regained some popularity. 
Differential-equation methods are invariably simpler in concept, and simpler in execution, than ia- 
tegral-equation methods, and they avoid the singular-kernel problems in those approaches, They 
tend, however, to consume much more computer time. A well-thought-out-example is the method of 
Patwari and "Davies (1966). They assume an expansion in outgoing-wave eigenlfunctisns in Region 111, 
Then they carry this solution from So, to C (the scatterer's surface) using a finite-differfence form of 
the vector Helmholtz equation. The expansion coefficients are then determined by boundary condi- 
tions at C. 
Reilly's (1973) method is an interesting variation. He uses a Galerkin method, and applies boundary 
conditions on So,, rather than on C. 
Perhaps the simplest method of all is 'point-matching', reviewed by Richmond (1965). 1The scattered 
field is expanded in an N-term series of outgoing-wave eigenfunctions, then the boundary condillions 
are enforced at N points on 6, leading to a set of N linear equations for the expmsion coefficients, 
Point-matching has been used by Greenberg, et. al. (1965), m o n g  others, to study nonsg~herical scat- 
tering. However, the validity of point-matching became the subject of a heated debate (Bates, 1967, 
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1969; Bates, el. al., 1973; Millar and Bates, 1970) connected with the Rayleigh hypothesis. The general 
feeling nowadiays seems to be that it has uncertain convergence, is inaccurate, and uses too much corn- 
puter time, 
There have been efforts to rescue point-matching by generalizing it. In 'least-squares matching9, one 
enforces bou:ndary conditions at M > > N points in a least-squares sense. In "spectral-component 
matching' (Millar, 19731, one picks a set of smooth basis functions, multiplies the boundary condi- 
tion by each of these in turn, and integrates over G. (If the basis functions are delta-functions, this 
reduces to point-matching.) This'can make the Rayleigh hypothesis valid even when it fails for point- 
matching. Of course, computation is increased considerably, because many surface integrals must be 
done. Spectral-component and least-squares matching are closely related from a mathematical point 
of view. 
As Mei, et, a;B. (1978) have noted in the quote above, the necessity to calculate scattering from in- 
homogeneous objects has breathed new life into differential equation methods. But they have revived 
mostly in the form of 'finite-element' methods (e.g. Morgan and Mei, 1979; Yeh and Mei, 1980), 
which Mei ek. al. review in detail. 
Integral equation methods 
Integral equation methods reformulate the vector Helmholtz equation as an integral equation using 
Green's functions (Morse and Feshbach, 1953, p. 1769 ff.). The boundary conditions are included 
automaticalIy, Within and/or on the surface of the scatterer C, one solves either for 
the induced current 3, or 
* the electric field Ein. 
The scattered field is then found from the vector form of Huyghens' principle or its equivalent. 
There are three variants, involving: 
(A) volume and surface integrals for either J or Ein in one vector equation; 
(B) surface integrd equations only 
(1) coupled equations for 9 and its spatial derivatives, with singular kernels; 
(2) coupled equations for J alone, with a higher-order singularity than in (I). 
The singularities in (B) come from the so-called 'free-space Green's function'. They are the cross that 
integral equation methods are forced to bear, in return for escaping the boundary condition 
nightmares of differential equation methods. 
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Livesay and Chen (1974) do nothing fancy at all. They just calculate Ein by directly evaluating the 
volume integrals in a type (A) formulation. A second quadrature over Ein then yields the scattered 
field. They can end up with huge matrices compared to the EBCM, but they do avoid the surface in- 
tegrals required in the EBCM. 
Some methods avoid numerical evaluation of the singular integrals in type (BI) firsrmulations by 
analytic methods. The EBCM (Waterman, 1965, 1971; Barber and Ueh, 1975; Mugnai and 
Wiscombe, 1980) uses different spherical harmonic expansions inside and outside the sphere passing 
through the singularity. Chu and Weil(1976) and Holt, et. al. (1978) evaluate the integrds andpicdly 
just in the neighborhood of the singularity. Actually, since the (Bl) singularities are integrable in the 
principal value sense, sophisticated modern quadrature techniques could probably hamdle them; but 
no one has tried this. 
The singularities in type (B2) formulations are non-integrable. The only approach which has so far 
been used is the Hadamard finite part idea (Senior and Weil, 1977), although the physicd iniaterpreta- 
tion of this procedure is elusive. 
""Moment methods9' are a particular variant of integral equation methods (cf. the book by Har- 
rington, 1968, and the review article by Miller and Poggio, 1978). If the integral equation to be solved 
is written schematically as 
LF = G 
where L is a linear operator, then the idea is to expand F in a set of basis.functions f,, 
and then to take M weighted moments of the resulting equation: 
Taking M < N, one then solves this set of linear equations for the coefficients a-sub-n in the least- 
squares sense. 
Moment methods are frequently applied to 'wire structures9, either actual (like antenna arrays), or 
simulacrams of real objects. 
In spite of the revival of differential equation methods for inhomogeneous scatterers, It is worth 
noting that Wmg and Barber (1979) have extended the EBCM to such objects (see also Druger: eet. al-, 
1979). 
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A-4 THEORETICAL - APPROXIMATE 
Approximate nnethods fall into the following general categories: 
Raylelgh or Rayleigh-Gans limit 
geometrical optics and extensions thereof 
perturbation theory 
thin in one dimension 
replace by a simpler shape 
Stevenson (1953) gives the general theory for scattering by arbitrarily-shaped bodies in the Rayleigh 
limit where size divided by wavelength is small. Kleinman (1967, 1978) made important improvements 
in this theory (see also Herrick and Senior, 1977; Senior, 1976, 1980). A completely analytic solution 
still eludes us, except for 5 simple shapes, including ellipsoids. The ellipsoid solution has been widely 
exploited ('e.g., Wuffman and Bohren, 1980). For general shapes, one must solve a simple integral 
equation for the polarizability tensor by numerical methods. 
The Rayleigh-Gans approximation is even more restricted, requiring not only small particles but a 
refractive index near unity as well (van de Hulst, 1981). The trade-off is that great analytical progress 
can be made in this case, and, like many asymptotic approximations, it is useful outside its strictly 
defined range of validity. Barber and Wang (1978) found it reasonably ac~urate up to refractive in- 
dices 06 1.1 and size parameters of 1. And there are more applications than one might imagine; for ex- 
ample, to scattering by cells in aqueous solution. 
Acquista (1976, 1980) developed an extended Rayleigh-Gans approximation, based on an iterative 
solution to Shifrin's integro-differential formulation of scattering. It is valid all the way up to size 
parameters of 5 or SO. 
Large particlles 
The class of methods for particles large compared to the wavelength is extensive. Kouyoumjian (1965) 
gives an excellent review. He notes that progress in developing large-particle asymptotic solutions to 
Mawell's Equations (or to particular solutions like Mie theory) has been excruciatingly slow, due to 
the great mathematical difficulties (see also Kline, 1962). 
"Geometric optics" is the simplest large-particle approximation. It refers to the calculation of intensi- 
ty dong ray paths as those rays experience reflection and refraction at the boundaries of a scatterer, 
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and absorption within it. The Fraunhofer diffraction pattern is normally added to the geometrical op- 
tics approximation, to account for the strong forward peak in scattering from large particles. Phase 
and polarization information can be carried along with the intensity, as van de Hulst (1981) shows, but 
usually the interference between rays is ignored, since even a slight spread in size or wavelength will. 
wash it out. 
Geometric optics is particularly simple for a sphere (Liou and Hansen, 1!W1), because the ray paths re- 
main in a plane. For any other shape, the ray paths are twisted 3-D curves, and an analpied soBeetion 
borders on the impossible. Instead, a Monte Carlo approach is normally taken: the scattelrer is born- 
barded with enough rays to give decent statistics on the scattered energy at each angle. Jacobowitz 
(1971), Wendling et. al. (1979), and Coleman and Liou (1981) all did this for a hexagoniali ice cylinder, 
Takano and Tanaka (1980) did it for circular cylinders. 
Concave particles greatly complexify geometric optics. A ray emerging from the scatterer cannot be 
logged and forgotten; this can only be done when it finally leaves the circumscribing sphere, since 
there is always the possibility that it may re-enter the particle. Thus, the ray paths may r m i f y  almost 
endlessly. 
Reflection from a large, randomly-oriented, convex particle is rigorously identical to the reflection 
from a large sphere (van de Hulst, 1981; Hodkinson, 1963). The diffraction is close to that from an 
equal-projected-area sphere. Hence, if the particle absorbs enough to extinguish transmitted rays, 
reflection plus diffraction from an equal-projected-area sphere is an excellent approximation to the 
nonspherical scattering. 
Some authors (e.g. Pollack and Cuzzi, 1980) postulate that the transmitted rays suffer greater devia- 
tions for any non-sphere than for a sphere, accounting for the higher side-scatteriing from non- 
spheres. 
Chylek (1977), drawing on a result of Vouk(1948), notes that the extinction cross-section of a large, 
randomly-oriented particle always exceeds that of an equal-volume sphere. 
Maxwell's Equations can in principle be expanded as wavelength tends toward zero (the so-called 
'Luneberg-mine expansion'), leading in zeroth order to the famous 'eikonal equation' (nine, 1962)- 
But the eikonal equation is non-linear, and the equations for the higher-order terms of the Luneberg- 
n ine  expansion become increasingly complicated and non-linear; furthermore, these equations break 
down near light-shadow boundaries, where diffraction occurs. Little progress has been made on these 
higher-order equations. 
Keller (19621, in a famous piece of work, developed a theory which extends geometric optics by adding 
'"diffracted rays". These are produced whenever an incident ray hits an edge, vertex, or shadow 
boundary, and behave according to their own laws, different from ordinary rays. 
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The idea of perturbation theory is simple enough: assume the scatterer is bounded by the surface 
where e < < 1. Then expand everphing in powers of e. Yeh (1964, 1965) worked out the order e cor- 
rection terms for deviations from a cylinder as well as a sphere. Erma (1968a,b) corrected Ueh's for- 
mulation and extended it to arbitrary orders. Neither author gave any numerical results. The formulas 
for scattering quantities are complicated; double series for order e, triple series for order e2, and so on. 
Chyllek, et, al. (1978) made some first-order perturbation theory calculations and generally found 
unacceptably Parge errors for e > 0.10. For e = 0.85, they found roughly 1070 errors compared to the 
exact spheroidal results of Asano and U m m o t o  (1975). They also pointed out that perturbation 
series becomle useless, and may in fact diverge, once the Mie coefficients a, and b, develop sharp 
spikes (beyond size parameter x = 6 or so). This is because perturbation theory involves derivatives of 
an and b,. INhen these derivatives become large, the omitted terms in the perturbation series become 
larger than the ones which are kept. 
Two particles are 'conjugate7 if they are described by 
(wit6 g such that r, > 0). Using perturbation theory, ChyPek, et. al. (1979) showed that, .For small g, 
the two conjugate particles have an average scattering equal to that of a sphere of radius ro. This is an 
inkerrsting twist on the idea of replacing a particle by an equivalent sphere; here two particles (or a 
single ""self-conjugate" particle) can be replaced by an equivalent sphere. 
If a particle is thin in one of its dimensions, it is possible to appro~mate  the integrd equations describ- 
ing scattering. The work of Chu and Weil (1975), Well and Chu (1976, 1980), and Senior and Weil 
(1977) is an example of this approach. They have applied it to both ice crystal plates and aerosol 
particles. 
The word %aeear-empirical' denotes a class of methods conhaining a mixture of experimental and 
theoretical T E : S U ~ ~ S .  
Earslie and ,&onson (1973) and k o n s o n  and EmsPie (9980) developed such a method for the dust 
blanketing the Moon and Mars. They modeled the small dust grains as ellipsoids in the small-particle 
limit and the large grdns as spheres in the geometric optics limit. Roughness on the spheres was 
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mimicked by distributing absorbing dipoles over their surfaces, which could interact with the 
geometric optics rays. Intermediate-sized particles were treated by interpolation between these two ex- 
tremes. There were probably too many tuneable parameters in this model, but it did yidd agreement 
with measured emission and reflection spectra which had not been previously explained. 
An abortive semi-empirical theory which involved truncating the sharp spikes in the Mie coefficients 
a, and b, was proposed by Chylek, et. al. (1976). The idea was that these spikes were associated with 
'surface waves', which would be suppressed on nonspherical particles. Unfortunately, the spikes do 
not correspond to surface waves, and in any case exact calculations by Mugnai and Wiscombe (11480), 
among others, show that surface waves persist even on rather nonspherical particles. This theory 
became embroiled in controversy (Acquista, 1978; Chylek and Pinnick, 1979) from which it has never 
recovered. 
Pollack and Cuzzi (1980) suggested a theory based primarily on the measurements of ZeruBl (19'76). 
They use equal-volume Mie theory for nonspherical particles with size parameter x < kSCa, where % is 
tuned in the range 3 to 10. For x > xo, the absorption cross-section is still gotten from Mie theory, 
while the phase function is gotten from a sum of 
* Fraunhofer diffraction 
* reflected rays from a sphere 
* transmitted rays fitted to mimic Zerull's measurements (involving a second tuneable 
parameter). 
The single-scattering co-albedo of the sphere is multiplied by the ratio 
surface area of particle/surface area of sphere 
to get the co-albedo for the particle. 
Coletti (1984) has devised another semi-empirical theory based on his own measurements, and similar 
in some respects to that of Pollack and Cuzzi. 
Wepiace by a simpler shape 
Perhaps the simplest approximation is to replace the particle by a simpler shape, which however has to 
fulfill two sometimes contradictory requirements: 
c the scattering properties of the simpler shape have to be relatively easy to calculate, and 
r they have to resemble those of the actual particle. 
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Sphe~res are by far and away the most popular replacement. 'The only question then is: of what 
radius"aqua1-volume spheres are the choice of 90Vo of all investigators. Equal-surface-area 
and equal-projected-area spheres also have their devotees. A less well-explored option is to match, 
not a material property of the particle, but an optical property: extinction cross-section, for exmple. 
- - 
The argument for equal-volume spheres (aside from the relative ease of measuring particle masses) is 
that, at least for particles of small size parameter, scattering depends primarily on volume, not shape. 
This is gainsaid, however, by Aronson and Emslie (1980) and by Wuffman and Bohren (1980), who 
find that, even when one averages over shape and orientation, ellipsoids do not behave like spheres. 
Likewise, Liou (1974) has found that equal-volume spheres are a poor substitute for ice cylinders in 
the 8-12 micron infrared window region. 
Equal-projected-sea spheres are generally regarded as the best replacement for particles of - large size 
parameter, because the forward diffraction peak depends primarily on projected area (Nodkinson, 
1963). Since this peak is the prime determinant of the low-order phase function moments, and since 
these moments are the prime determinants of multiple scattering, it is worth considering the equal- 
projected-area sphere fo"orhat application. Holland and Gagne (1970), among others, find that the 
scattering from 0 to 40-50' is best approximated by equal-projected-area spheres. 
A-5 SPECULATIONS AND IDEAS 
Nonsphericaii particle scattering is so exceedingly rich and various that there is no hope of jumping 
immedixtely, by a sort of kistotelian contemplation, to an all-embracing theory. The rush to 
"semi-empirit:d9 theories is, in our opinion, premature; it has already led to one bad mistake, and is 
likely to lead to more. Instead, we should proceed inductively, examining many special cases first. 
Pdie theory should be abandoned only grudgingly. Single equal-volume spheres are surely not an ade- 
quate replacement for dl ,  or even most, nonspherical particles. But we are far from having ehausted 
Mie theory. There are still several largely unexplored replacement possibilities: 
a sphere having the same volume-to-surface-area ratio 
a size distribution of spheres (e.g., Wang et. al., 1979) 
s a anulti-layer sphere (e.g., Kerker, 1969, Ch. 5) 
* a sphere with continuously-varying refractive index (e.g., Kerker, 1969, Ch. 5). 
The Bast two possibilities are based on the simple idea of trading off nonsphericity against in- 
homogeneity. Imagine a tumbling nonspherical particle as a 'fuzzy sphere9, with a solid core shading 
gradually outwards. Between the core and the periphery, the refractive index would gradually change 
to that of the surrounding medium. By picking a functional form for this change that allowed a 
reasonably simple radial solution, with one or two adjustable parameters, it might be possible to 
match nonsplherical scattering properties. Because scattering from an inhomogeneous sphere is orders 
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of magnitude easier to calculate than scattering from any non-sphere, this idea is immensely 
-
attractive. 
Modifications to Mie theory to account for non-sphericity may also be possible; but not until a 
definite physical interpretation can be assigned to the terms. In this regard, Complex h g u 1 a  Monlen- 
tum Theory (Nussenzweig, 1979) may prove useful for larger particles, since it replaces the Mie expan- 
sion with a series of only a few terms, each of which can be assigned a simple physical meaning. 
If we are finally forced to abandon Mie theory for some particularly recalcitrant cases, we should at 
least try to use equivalent spheroids. This gives us two parameters to tune to match the actual 
nonspherical results, and that may be enough. 
Concave particles, and particles with voids, may defy all our attempts to replace them with equivdent 
spheres or spheroids. Since such particles are of great practical importance, we should naake every ef- 
fort to find their scattering properties, both experimentally and from exact theory. Our own EBCM 
calculations have shown great differences between the phase functions of convex and even mildly coa- 
cave particles. 
We need to develop a minimal, prototypical set of shape parameters. Up to now, we have either pick- 
ed shapes which were easy to calculate for, or which Nature thrust upon us. Very little thought has 
been devoted to the abstract concept of 'Shape9, and what characterizes it. Greenberg (1980) has sug- 
gested some of the shape information which may be important. Our own list would include: 
r some measure of surface roughness 
r the 3 semi-axes of the ellipsoid which best approimates the particle 
@ the hole volume or 'porosity'. 
Present numerical methods need to be speeded up dramatically. Even the fastest of them, like our vet- 
torized EBCM code, consume far too much computer time. At the same time, faster ways of averag- 
ing over orientation need to be found; this is a real roadblock in present scattering caliculations. 
Once faster numerical methods are available, it will become possible to routindy average over shape, 
size, and orientation, something which is now impractical except in test cases. Then we can more in- 
cisively answer questions as to how much each kind of averaging reduces spherical.-nonsphenical 
differences. 
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APPENDIX B 
Parallel and perpendicular scattered intensities vs. scattering angle for two fixed orientations, nose-on 
(dotted line) and perpendicular to nose-on (dashed line); for Chebyshev particles T3(I0.B0)3 
T,( - 0. lo), T,( + 0. lo), and T6( - 0.10); and for size parameters x = 5 and 10. Spherical results (solid 
line) are shown for comparison. Note the much larger spherical-nonspherical differences En fixed 
orientation than in rand0111 orientation. These results are intended for direct comparison with 
experiment. 
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Phase functions in the side- and back-scattering regime (60-180 degrees) vs. scattering angle for ran- 
domly oriented Chebyshev particles T3, TZ, T4, T6, and Tg; for various deformation parameters be- 
tween -0.20 and 0.20 (as shown above each plot); and for size parameters x=2,3,4,5,6,8,10,15, and 
20. Solid line is for Ax = 0 . 1 ~  size-averaged spherical result, interrupted lines are for non-sheres: dot- 
ted, dashed, and dot-dash lines refer to the various E values shown, in increasing order (in gen&al, the 
larger the value of ( E ( , the greater the general deviation from the spherical result). Not all particles are 
represented at larger values of x because of an inability to achieve satisfactory convergence of the 
EBCM. 
Next to each phase function plot is a plot of the percentage deviations of the nonsphericd phase fune- 
tions from the spherical one, but for the full range of angles (0-180 degrees) rather than just 60-180 
degrees. The interrupted lines in these plots refer to the same nonspherical particles as in the adjacent 
phase function plot. Note that when the percentage differences become larger than about 1W% the 
vertical scale becomes logarithmic, and in order to display both positive and negative values, percent- 
ages smaller than 19'0 in magnitude are assumed to be zero. 
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Degree of polarization vs. scattering angle for randomly oriented Chebyshev particles T3> T2. T4, T6> 
and T8; for various deformation parameters E between -0.20 and 0.20 (as shown above each plot); 
and for size parameters x = 2,3,4,5,6,8,10,15, and 20. Solid line is for the Ax = 0.lx size-al~aaieraged 
spherical result, interrupted lines are for non-sheres: dotted, dashed, and dot-dash lines refer to the 
various E values shown, in increasing order (in general, the larger the value of 1 E 1 ,  the greater the 
general deviation from the spherical result). Not all particles are represented at larger values of x 
because of an inability to achieve satisfactory convergence of the EBCM. 
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hdll~//e~11~)d. An extensive discussion of this method is given, including much material that is not 
eas-ly available elsewhere (especially the analysis of its convergence properties). An extensive 
-cwev is also given of all -extant methods for nonspherical scattering calcu8ations9 as well as 
ol Ize aj~ailable pool of experimental data. 
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